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ALUMNI: Ihe University will be abuzz this week with school spirit. Alumni will be returning for the weekend festivities, in which the Falcons will play Ohio University on Sat. at 4 p.m. Everyone will be "Thinking Orange" just as
this fan did during a past football game. The photo is undated.

Editor's Note:
Homecoming Court
Located throughout the tab are the Universities' ten nominees for Homecoming
Court 2002. Information was compiled by and photos were taken by April 1. Elliott.
This year's king and queen will be crowned on Friday, Oct. 4 during the Pep Rally at
6:30 p.m. in the Perry Field House.

Special thanks to the following for helping in the production of the
2002 Homecoming Tab
Matt Ivey, Graphics Editor, for the cover design
Karishma Anik, Features Editor
April L Elliott, Editor-in-Chief
Jeff Braun, Design Editor
loel Hammond, Sports Editor
Nicole Wulf, Copy Chief
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The residents of Offenhauer will compete in a recycling competition.
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BGSU hopes for a win against Ohio U.
Saturday.
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The achievements of the University's
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FALCON FRENZY: Falcons of yesteryear battle for the ball. Many former
Falcon football players will be back
in town this weekend to watch their
alma mater attempt to continue
their recent success.
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Ludacris sells out in record time
By Michael Everman
PUISE WRITE R

Camping outside Anderson Arena
the night before tickets go on sale for
a UAO sponsored concert has
become a tradition for some sindents. This year the tradition continued.
If anyone was walking in front of
Anderson Arena on Sept. 11 and
wondered what people were doing
setting up tents, the answer is simple. These were the people who were
Ixiund and determined to be in the
front of the line when tickets went on
sale for the Ludacris concert. These
people waited overnight and were
joined later in the morning and
throughout the next day by other
people who hoped to purchase tickets when they went on sale at 9 p.m.
Approximately 3,500 rickets were
sold in two and a half hours, Matt La
Riccia, the press contact for UAO,
said. The remaining 200 tickets also
took about two and a half hours to
sell the next day. La Riccia said it took
that long to sell them because people
assumed the concert was already
sold out after seeing the long line in
front of Anderson Arena the night
before.
"The anticipation for this concert
has been huge," La Riccia said. "We
have had volunteer meetings over
the past few weeks and it is all people
are talking about."
One of the reasons why this concert has seen such high levels of
anticipation as compared to other
concerts in the past is because of
who is performing, la Riccia said.

Photo Provided

LUDACRIS: The University Activities Association Homecoming concert will feature Ludacris on Saturday, Oct. 5 at Anderson Arena. Doots will open at 7
p.m. with Ludacris scheduled to perform around 9 p.m. This is the first show that UAO has sold out in over 21 years, 3,726 were sold in approximately 5

LUDACRIS, PAGE 13

PISANELLO'S
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353-6420
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• Free Estimates
• Body Work & Paint Work
• Minor Touch to Major Collisions
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1974 SNAKE DANCE Organizations

sponsor activities
By Carrie Whitaker

ttrotrci

SNAKE DANCE: The Snake Dance was a tradition that started on campus in the 1960s. A group of 20-30 people
would start somewhere on campus and wind their way around campus, picking up more students along the way.
The dance would end at Sterling Farm (now the location of the Student Recreation Center) where they would have a
pep rally andhonfire. The 1974 Snake Dance broke records with 3,376 students participating. That teat landed the
University in the Guinness Book ot Vtorid Records as the longest conga line.

A few organizations are sponsoring events in celebration of
Homecoming week, Groups like the
Dance Marathon Committee,
Alumni Affairs, and Campus
Involvement will be involved.
Today starts out with an Ice Cream
Social from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 pm.
This event is being put on by Dance
Marathon.
located in the Union, the social is
serving root beer and orange slice
floats. Dance Marathon is charging a
fee for the floats. The money collected for the event will go toward Dance
Marathon.
Sarah Bums of Dance Marathon
said that Pepsi has kindly donated
the soft drinks for the floats.
Another activity is the canned food
drive put on by the Office of Campus
Involvement. The event is planned
for tomorrow.
Alumni Affairs is putting on another activity this week. Assistant
Director Montique Cotton said that
they are proud to be sponsoring the

<^ Domino's Pizza
Choose Your Crust

353-MEGA

(6 3 4 2)
Free Delivery
Minimum $6.00
We accept personal checks

n

mm

fiVftSSifl BREAD STICKS

Pizza & Your Choice

Pick 3 For 11

#$10 # #$11 ♦
Deep Dish SI extra

1 Large 1-Topping Pizza
Plus one ol the following:
•large Salad
•Cheesy Bread
•2-Llt»f ol Pop

-Twisty Broad
-Clnnastii
•3-20otPop»

•10" .-Topping Pizza

-8 Cheesy Bread

•8 Twisty Bread
•8 Cinnastix
•3-20 oz Pops

-Large Salad
-2-Liter of Pop

1616 E. Wooster, Unit 1

2nd annual Freddie and Frieda 5K
run.
This event is scheduled for
Saturday morning. Registration
starts at 8:30 a.m. and the race starts
at 9:30 a.m. The cost to participate is
S10.
Cotton said that the money collected will go toward the cost ol the
event, no profit is expected.
The race is being held between the
Recreational Center and the Music
lluilding. Pepsi. Panera, and Puma
Midwest are three of the sponsors for
the event. There will also be live
music.
"We ate really excited, the weather
looks good, and we would like to see
this become an annual event,"
Cotton said.
Saturday after the game the
University Activities Organization
(UAOi
will
present
their
Homecoming concert.
This year I Jidacris will be headlining with Kinetic Artkilechs as the
show opener.
Tickets sold out in a total of five
hours over two days. The total number of tickets sold was 3,700. The
show starts at 8 p.m.
Some of the Greek chapters are
also holding events on campus. One
is Sigma Phi Epsilon who is having a
recepdon held at the Falcon Plaza
after the game.

Teftmrr urtAtrctcr

Store Hours:
San-Wea1
11:00a.m. til 1:00a.m.
Thar, Fri, Sal
11:00a.m. tl 3:00a.«.

Lunch/Late Night

#$7#
1 Large 1 Topping Pizza
Valid 11 am till 5pm and 10pm till dose
Deep Dish SI.00 extra

Winemaking,
Homebrew Supplies,
& Cigars
rl^amulMMtlefgfr&coni
228 N Main Si
'kmling (inrai Ohio43402
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Spirit week filled BREAKING TRADITION
with activities
By Came Whltaker
REPORTER

Hopefully everyone knows thai
this week is Homecoming week, and
if you haw been on campus you
have seen some of the events taking
place. But what some people don't
know are the interesting details
about the events coming up this
week.
The Homecoming committee,
who has been meeting since the end
of Homecoming last year, have more
activities planned than in any past
year.
Celeste Pelzer, the 1 lead Chair of
the Homecoming committee said,
"We are most excited about the
expansion this year. There are more
events, more tilings planned everyday and participation rises every
year."
Pelzer said that another exciting
tiling about Homecoming this year is
the donation of a one-year lease.
People who vote for Homecoming
king and queen will be entered in a
drawing
The drawing will be during the
football game. Three people will be
chosen to participate in a game during half time. The winner of the
game will win a one year lease from a
local realtor. This is a new addition to
Homecoming week
Other
new
as|..i is
•■!
Homecoming woek this year aie the
games. Each game requires teams of
four and starts at noon 1'hc game
musical chairs was played yesterday.
Today is the shopping call float competition.

Brady Bourquin, the Game Chair
of the Homecoming committee said
that this competition takes the place
of the parade that has occurred in
past years. The carts will be judged
on creativity.
Tomorrow there will be another
game called Yell Like Hell. In this
competition, teams make up a creative cheer.
The cheers will be judged by
cheerleaders on presentation and
how well the team can be understood. Each team member that wins
one of the games receives three
prizes. The prizes include a T-shirt,
free admittance to the pep rally, and
a spot on the game being played at
the pep rally.
Pelzer said that at the pep rally the
game, "Say What Karaoke" will be
played. The team of four who wins
the competition will win four $75 gift
certificates, one for each member.
Another activity that ties into the
games and the pep rally is the Spirit
Points Competition.
Lori Sansone, the Spirit Points
Chair on
the
homecoming
Committee, said that any organization can be in the competition, this
includes Resident Hall Councils,
Greek groups, organizations, and
evi ii gioup-.nl friends
hci If ,r.> w :p'r; ;:n • i. "
gomgiu Ho'iii'-.o'iiMi': r.'-i-i- Kan-'
ol the ways li-amsi an gel pmnis aiv
by voting lot loyally, participating in
the games and donating cans to ilu>
ACTIVITIES, PAGE 20
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High hopes for involvement
ByKarishmaAn*
FEATURES EDITOR

The goal of This year's
Homecoming coordinators is to get
every student involved in the
Homecoming festivities and events.
The aim of This week is to have everyone support the football team and
the school while spreading school
spirit.
Friday, Sept. 27 marked the start of
the Homecoming festivities as Mac
North students and the ROfC played
capture-the-flag on the intramural

fields.
"The event will help get the
Residents interested in the upcoming
Homecoming festivities," said Ben
DeStephen, coordinator of the
Capturc-thc-I'lag competition.
The ROTC gave a presentation of a
small grounds tactic to the students
before they trekked out to the fii'ld,
where the ROTC and Mac North residents began playing a game of capture- the-flag with each other.
The Capture-The-Flag game was a
pre-kick-ofT event for the rest of the

BOWLING GREEN
STUDENTS!

following week's activities, to instill
school spirit in students.
Since the Homecoming directors
are eager for everyone to be involved,
they want to make Homecoming
week as exciting as possible.
"We want to bring people to the
I lomecoming events and the football
game. We also want everyone to feel
like they are part of the school," said
student Homecoming director,
Adam Shipp.
The entire Homecoming week wiU
consist of fun-filled events to get
everyone excited for the game. Many
of these activities wiU be held in front
of the Union.

"There will be a lot of activities for
the students such as velcro walls,
musical chairs, VII IJke Hell (judged
by the cheerleaders) and a tattoo
artist who will be drawing on temporary tattoos," Sliipp said.
People can also split up into
groups of four and compete in various games. The teams that win are
eligible to compete in a karaoke contest at Friday's Pep Rally.
There will also be a shopping cart
float contest, in which students decorate shopping carts. The winning cart
will be displayed at the Union and at
the Pep Rally.
Additionally there will be Spirit

homecomin

celebration

Points, which student organizations
are eligible to compete for during the
week by signing into different events.
The organization which receives the
most spirit points gets to keep all the
money from the proceeds of the Pep
Rally tickets, which are $1;
livery day of the week there wiU be
;i iiHiihandise sale in front of the
Union, which will primarily seU Tshirts and bandannas which will
sport the homecoming theme. "R
traditions, R Place, R game."
This year the Homecoming committee plans to make the
COURT, PAGE 10

Did you
know?

JOIN US OH TUESDAYS THIS FALL

Present your student ID and receive

I

10% offyour
food bill!
(Not valid with other discounts.)

VaKyt

It's not a tailgate party without great food. Be sure to include
a party platter from SUBWAY* with fm choice of veggies and
toppings on fresh baked bread. Ask your sandwich artist* for details.
24 nouis Mtanc* nolle* mfff tx l*quRd

soaaHtf*
eat fresn-

!

Two and one half
million plastic
bottles are used
every hour and
only a small
percentage are
recycled.

■M ffM^f 4JfMf ittC dtt (t****^

Sponsored by the Center for
Enviromcnlal Programs and your
Campus Recycling Program.

Italian <f ooklnff

located at The Dodo of International Park, won from downtown Toledo
For reservations and direction, call i-8U-4<j6-DINE
www.ziasrestaurant.com

Valid At:
524 E. Wotntn • 828 S. Main St • 1234 N. Main St
WWW.Subway.com

O 2001 Occurs Amajlulnc

Reference: Popular Plancl Prc».
Winter 1998.
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Falcon mascots provide spirit
AndrewSchart
REPORTER

Alumni will notice a big change in
the University's mascots, Freddie
and Frieda
The new uniforms for the two
mascots
will
make
their
Homecoming debut this year. On
Nov. 4, at last year's Family Weekend,
the new uniforms were unveiled
during halftimc at the football game.
This was the culmination of a
three-year process to create a new
and improved Freddie and Frieda.
"It had been 15 years since a new
Freddie and Frieda," said Michael
lansburg. Assistant Dean ol students,
Tlic old uniforms had become
extremely worn down and outdated
compared toother universities' mascots.
''cording to Ginsburg, former
! T .--.!-.! I i ■ and Friedas were asked to
I MI
ipate in the design process
i done in order to ensure and
continue the tradition of
the

Universitys mascots
Due of the former Freddies
involved in the design process is current senior associate Vice President
for Student Allans, Dr Ron Zwfriebl
Zwirlein played Freddie in 1967.
During (his era Freddie was
involved in dangcimis stunts.
Zwirlein remembers doing cartwheels and flips atop the newly constructed Doyl Perry Stadium press
boxes. The press boxes did not have
guard rails. I le recalls that particular
stunt as stupid.
MASCOTS. PAGE 11

FREDDIE AND FRIEDA: The University's mascots Freddie and Frieda Falcon will be present at Saturday's Homecoming Football game against Ohio

University to spread school spirit through the crowd. New uniforms were reviled for the pair last November during Parents Weekend.

It's Do or Dye
Bull Creek Paintball Park

Bull Creek Paintball Pam - Pottage 266-4799 • R4B
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a
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Q
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a
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Indoor heated swimming pool & sauna. HydraSpa Whirlpool,
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or by appointment
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Homecoming
BOBBING FOR ORANGES
court to be more
visible to students
COURT, FROM PAGE 8

Homecoming court known to more
students, unlike in previous years
when the court was virtually
unknown to many students.
"We hope to make the
Homecoming court more visible
this year. We want the students to
know who they arc raring for, and
this year many of the court candidates are very involved in many student organizations," Shipp said.
The Homecoming court will be

judging the karaoke singers who
will change into outfits and get
graded on their performance,
before the crowning begins.
"We hope we'll have a lot of support for Homecoming week.
Wendy's will be donating thousands of free food samples like
hamburgers and fries. Every student should try to be involved with
Homecoming week because they
can eat free food and win some nice
prizes," Shipp said.

NePMc

Unlimited Nights 8t Weekends.
Fits all back-to-school schedules.

Night

Weekend

■twin H tlw Iwtui CMn-Mwt
PM

1000 Mobile to Mobile Minutes
to call any ot our 30 million customer* anytime

CELEBRATING ORANGE: An orange bobbing competition took place during Homecoming week in front of the
Union during the 1975 Homecoming. A wide variety of orange events that took place that year, including orange
throwing and the crowning of an orange queen.
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Updating the mascots I
MASCOTS. FROM PAGE 9

During this era, Freddie was
known lo swing down limn (he
rafters before basketball games in
Anderson Arena During one pivotal
game for a clinch of the MidAmerican Conference Title, Freddie
was to do this stunt. During the player introductions, Freddie swung
down at the same time star BGSU
player Al Dixon ran out The two collided and Dixon was knocked out.
Freddie went running away and
BG basketball coach Bill Fitch was
furious. To this day Fitch still talks
about that story. Dixon was okay and
BG eventually went on to win the
game Zwirlein, however, denies any
involvement in the situation. He says
that he was at a dive meet that day
and the alternate Freddie was
involved in the altercation.
Zwirlein's best memories as
Freddie are those that involved helping the community. He is most fond
of visiting sick children at the Wood
County Hospital.
"To see their hopes and feelings
rise, the fact that I could bring a joy
and happiness during bad times was

CCjcie

special," said Zwirlein.
Since this era, the dangerous antics
of Freddie may have changed, but
the importance and tradition still
hold true.
The tradition of Freddie began in
1950 when Alpha Phi Omega members created the idea to try and
increase school spirit. Freddie made
his debut on Ian. 16, 1950 at the
Bowling Green State University vs.
Ohio University basketball game.!lie
outfit was worn by Bob Taylor, the
first Freddie Falcon.
At first Frieda was known as Mrs.
Freddie Falcon during the 1960s.
Frieda officially became Freddie's
sidekick in 1980. The first official
Frieda was played by Sue Sheard during that school year.
The appearance of Freddie has
evolved over the years, from a cape,
sweat suit, and a papier machc mask
to the new uniforms being used
today. Each new change has created
a new tradition at the University.
lanay Joyce was the first person to
wear the new Frieda costume last
year.
"1 was excited (o start a new tradition," said Joyce. "I was also excited to

go crazy in a bird suit and have no
one know who I was."
Joyce decided to try to be a mascot
because she wanted to experience
everything the University had to
offer. Being a mascot offered the
biggest experience on campus. She
loved seeing all of her friends and
having them never know who was
behind that mask. She also enjoyed
entertaining the kids in the community.
"1 have never had so many best
friends in my life," said Joyce.
Joyce understood how important
Freddie and Frieda were to the
University.
"Freddie and Frieda are a tangible
spirit," said Joyce. "They represent
everything that is Bowling Green.
Something would be missing if they
were not at the games."
David Decker, last year's Freddie
Falcon agrees.
They are an integral part of the
University," said Decker.
This year, with Bowling Green football off to a strong start, the legacy
and tradition of Freddie and Frieda
Falcon looks to be as strong as ever.
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FREDDIE FALCON: Freddie Falcon sports a new look while posing with
two children during the Spring 2002 Dance Marathon at the University.
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Homemade Mannaia or Meal Saute Garttc Bread

Rotini

Year end Clearance!

$5.25

Homemade mofmaffl or Meat Sauce. Garlic Bread

On Bikes, Rollerblades, Selective clothing, and much more!
•Bicycles
-Rollerblades
• Cyclingjerseys
'Oakley sunglasses
& clothing

ki' "*

*«**5I

•Birkenstock sandals
'Ping Pong Tables
& accessories
•English Darts
'Skateboards
'Scooters

Cheese Tortellini

$5.75

Homemade Marmara or Meat Sauce. Garlic Bread
•Above items; with Mealbalh add $ 1 75. with
Sausage add $1 75

•BeerImport and domestic

call for complete menu

<Jb
C
GIANT
^^
nc vena

vxandafe

■Subs
'All Subs start with Mayo. Lettuce. Tomaio. Onion,
Hoi Peppers & Italian Dressing
Substitutions and additional items may cosi ertra
Starting at S2 95 for a 6* and 15 25 (or a Idotlong

Starter

Ham Salami Provotone Cheese

Shot Put
Meatballs with Sauce & Cheese

Marathon
Ham. Salami Turkey Swiss, Provotone Cheese

Gold Medal
Honey Mesquite Turkey Breast

HOMECOMING 2002
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Part time Package
Handler Positions
Available!

Ground

When you absolutely, positively want a better wage
New & Improved Benefits:
• Raises every 90 days for
the 1st year!

5 Shifts to
Choose From
♦ NIGHT
(Midnight to 5:OOam)
Mon-Fri
$10.00/hr
♦ SUNRISE
(3:30am to 8:30am)
TuesSat $10.00/hr
♦ DAY
(2:OOpm to 7:00pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ TWILIGHT
(7:00pm to 11:30pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ PRELOAD
(3:00am to 8:00am)
Mon-Fri
$10.00/hr

Offers
♦ Year-Round Position

•

New & Improved Tuition
Assistance!

•

Medical & Dental Benefits!

•

Full-Time Package Handler
Opportunities!

•

Paid Vacations!

Easy to get to:
Fed
*
cc

♦ 5 Shifts To Choose From
♦ 3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week

Airport Hwy

♦ Tuition Assistance
♦ Weekly Pay

I

♦ No Union Dues
♦ Starting at $8.50-$10.00
♦ Raise After Every 90 Days
♦ Weekends & Holidays OFF

%
BGSU

^

650 S. Reynolds Road,
Toledo, OH 43615
(7 mile north of Airport Hwy.)
Ground
Call Career Services for our on-campus schedule or pick
up an application at our Toledo facility Mon-Thurs, 8-4.
1-800-582-3577 Call Today

HOMECOMING 2002
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Kinetic Artkitechs opening act Sat.
LUDACRIS, FROM PAGE 5
For the most part the bands that have
performed for the last couple of years
have been rock bands.
"For this year's concert we wanted
to do something different," I .t Riccia
said. "We realized that we have never
really had an A-list hip hop artist perform on the campus."
Once the type of perfomier was
determined, it was time to decide
upon whom UAO should try to get to
perform. The membersof the organization composed a list of the top five
hip hop artists they would like to sec
perform, la Riccia said. For contractual reasons, La Riccia was not
allowed to reveal the list but assured
that Ludacris was at the top and that
the others on the list were A-list performers as well.
At the beginning of the semester a
rumor started spreading around that
UAO was trying to get Ludacris to
From Ihc air. which campus building
supposedly resembles a grand piano'*
A Smarm S«rr.*ion Ccmcr
B Moore Muucal Am Cenrc
c r-iourcrupH
Bu*l«j

perform at this year's Homecoming
concert, but al the time representatives for UAO would not confirm or
deny if the rumor was true.
"We wanted artists who we
thought would bring in the biggest
crowds," I a Riccia said. "We fell that
ludacris was very popular and
would definitely bring the largest
crowd out of all the artists that were
on die list."
Ihc reason UAO was able to get
Ludacris to perform is because the
organization has a much larger budget this year, La Riccia said. La RJcda
also said that four years ago, when
the University was involved with
MTV's Campus Invasion tour, the
organization was opened up to a
whole new set of connections to help
attract more famous anisls.
If anyone with a ticket for the concert saw Kinetic Artkitechs perform
at CampusFest this year and enjoyed

'*.

r

<fc

%

it, they are in luck. Kinetic Artkitechs
have been signed as the opening act
for the concert.
"We signed Kinetic Artkitechs
because they are a hip-hop group
and there was a great deal of positive
feedback from people who saw them
perform at Campus Fesl," La Riccia
said. "The group was also very excited to open for Ludacris."
Not everyone who wanted to buy
tickets for the concert were able to
stand in line due to class or work
schedules, but at least one of these
people is going to be in attendance
for the Oct. 5 concert.
"I really wanted to go to the concert but I had to work the entire time
they, were on sale," said Sarah
Radabaugh, a junior psychology
major. "Then I found out that my
friend waited for hours in line and
bought me a ticket for my birthday."

r

<fc

r

<fc

r

<&

<fc

AprX l ElrKrtt BC News

KINETIC Artkitechs: The band Kinetic Arkitechs will be opening for
Ludacris at Saturday's Homecoming Concert in Anderson Arena. The group
was recently on-campus performing for students at Campus Fest 2002.
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BGSU Mom and Dad Sweatshirts also Grandma, Grandpa, Aunt,
Uncle, Sister, Brother, Alumni

^

(press on, sew on, embroidered, and screen print)

%

Collegiate Connection

JAPANESE RESTAURANT
1616 E. Wooster Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(located in Greenwood Centre)

%

BG's Largest Selection of
Sorority anaFraternity Products

10%
student
discount

Great Collection of
BGSU Merchandise!
Come get your clothes for
the game!

one 1 person
dinner meal

Mon.-Thurs.
Bring Student I.D.

(419)-352-7070
•Delivery*
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405 Thurstin ^
352-8333
M-F 10-8
Sat 10-5:30
Sun 12-5
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PIZZA

riMJQHi
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
Bowling Green & B.G.S.U.
826 S. Main St. (Next to Big Lots)
We Accept Visa & Mastercard ggj

j|g]

Introducing...Papa's Chicken Strips
available with Buffalo, BBQ, or Honey Mustard sauces

Papa John's Welcomes BGSU Students with these Great Deals.

3 LARGE
PIZZAS

V

$17.99
pickup or delivery

LARGE1 ITEM

PIZZA

o«gP

CHICKEN STEtfFS

.99
^pickup or delivery

EAT THE CLOCK!
Every Monday and Tuesday
On Monday
and
Tuesday
Call Between
5:00 and 7:00
The time you call is the price you
pay for a large 1-item pizza!

SMALL 1 ITEM
PIZZA AND
ORDER OF
HEESESTICKS

$9.99
vi^pickup or delivery

4 LARGE 1
ITEM PIZZAS

$22.99
\ZS' pickup or delivery

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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"Having a support system here.
Knowing that I had someone to
go to, whether it was a department or office. That's probably
my best experience here."

HOMECOMING
C 0 II R T

Lisa Feldhaus
Major: Interpersonal
Communications, with a focus
in public relations

'"My most memorable experience at Bowling Green was
working summer orientation.
The people and experiences I
had were unbelievable."
Involvement
Alpha Phi, University Activities
Organization, Order of Omega and
BG 24 News,

Wednesday, October 2. 2002 17

Iris Resendez
Major: Interpersonal
Communications and Ethnic
Studies

Involvement
Undergraduate Student Government,
Latino Student Union, President's Task
Force on Diversity, Bowling Green High
School Mentor, University 100 Peer
Facilitator and Equal Opportunity
Compliance Committee

HOMECOMING 2002
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During Homecoming Week

THURSDAY. OCTOBER 3

11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

BGSU Spirit Day
Show your Bowling Green pride by
wearing Brown and Orange

11 a.m. to 2 p.m.; 4-6 p.m.
Merchandise Sales
Union Lobby
8 p.m.
Festival Series: Canadian Brass

Noon
Homecoming Game-Yell Like Hell!
Union Mall, Bomn- Thompson Student
Union
Rain location- Lenhart Grand Ballroom

Noon
Homecoming Game-Shopping Cart
Contest Judging
Union Mall, Bowen-Thompson Student
Union
Rain location: Falcon's Nest

Canned Food Drive
Contact Campus Involvement, 419372-2343

11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Homecoming Royalty Voting
Union Lobby

Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Ms
Center

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4
1 p.m.
Banner Turn-in and Displaying
401 Bowen- Thompson Student Union

4 p.m.
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Homecoming Royalty Voting
Union Lobby

-11 a.m. to 2 p.m.; 4-6 p.m.
Merchandise Sales
Union

7p.m
Volleyball vs. Western Michigan
Anderson Arena

1-5 p.m.
University Bookstore Merchandise
Sales
Doyt Peny Stadium

8 p.m.
Wind Ensemble and Concert Band
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center

1:30-4 p.m.
Meijer Tailgate Park

Doyt Perry Stadium

HH^V

WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 2

lance Marathon Ice Cream Social
Union Mall,
Union

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Women's Soccer vs. Marshall
Cochrane Field
6:30 p.m.
Pep Rally and Royalty Crowning

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 5
8:30 a.m. registration, 9:30 a.m. start
Homecoming 5K Run/Walk
Student Recreation Center
Cost: $10
Sponsored by alumni affairs, recreational sports, SAA. Puma Midwest.
Contact alumni affairs, 419-372-2701

4 p.m.
Falcon Football vs. Ohio University
Doyt Perry Stadium, $12 per person (all
ages). FREE with student ID
8 p.m.
Homecoming Concert
Anderson Arena

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 6
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Children's Book Readings
University Bookstore, Union

1 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Northern Illinois
Anderson Arena

9:30-11:30 a.m.
50th/Pioneers Reunion Brunch
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, BowenThompson Student Union
$15 per person

2 p.m.
Women's Soccer vs. Ohio
Cochrane Held

10 a.m. to noon
Little Red Schoolhouse Tour Guide
Reunion
Little Red Schoolhouse

K

\ \ \ \ \ \ K

.DidI you know....

Perry Field House

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••■A

\ Apples, not caffeine,
-v are more efficient at
. waking you up in the
morning...
^ m-m-m-m apples!!! »

Cs,

Befon

IP

>.

Good Luck
Falcons!
Congratulations

■■■ mine

<

BGS

Mm Studep

ipard at W&ifnYs!
)eji until 3am Erjdavi^SMirdav: Open until 1am

KA's on Homecoming Court
332 S. Main St.

NF.WI9VE

(419) 352-5620
www.newloverealty.com
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Rhonda Schnipke
Major: Accounting

"The September 11 vigil
last year. Seeing how the
campus and city communities could show so much
support and comraderie
for each other. I truly
understood how much this
University cares about all
of its students and the
world."

Involvement
Undergraduate Student
Government, Dance Marathon,
Student Budget Committee,
Accounting and MIS CLB, Beta
Alpha Psi and BGSUrve

Involvement

f

\
Joel i-reimam
Major: English
Minor: Classical civilizations

"Even though I lost, getting
nearly 1,000 votes for USG
president. Also, feeling the
true magic that is education while discussing the
poem 'Howl'in Phil's
English 300 class."

Leaders in Residence, Peer
Leadership Council,
Undergraduate Student
Government, University
Activities Organization, 6G
News, Student Atfairs Advisory
Board, Union Advisory
Committee

NOW OPEN
Get all your Falcon merchendise
for the game at BG SPORT*
1

yo off all Falcon merchandise

Woodland Towne Centre

J[

f

419-353-6969

•Fraternity and Sorority Shirts
•Team Uniforms
•Columbia Sportswear •Danskin
Specializing in Hockey & Baseball Equipment

^sgSiEa}^.
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David Humphrey
Major.- Criminal Justice
Minor: Sociology

"By far the most miraculous experience at BGSU
for me has been being a
part of Dance Marathon.
Seeing thousands of students come together to better the lives of many children never fails to amaze
me."

Involvement
Kappa Alpha Order.Dance
Marathon, Homecoming
Steering Committee, Former
Freddie Falcon, Employed by
the Office of Vice President for
Student Affairs, Cru and Order
of Omega
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Spirit Points provide
many incentives

you W*WH Uw«A
you p'<*y Uw<A

ACTIVITIES, FROM PAGE 7

you pusU if
fo H\e Uvuif

WE W/\NT

you

canned food i'
Sansone sai
30 teams involvei.
lion. The team wiiu gc
Spirit Points wins the money oiuigi..
in bom the pep rally, SI per person.
The winner may do what they wish
with the money.

Sansone said that it is recommended that the money be used to
•■ett" the organization or group.
i: • . .• •. :')v. which is Mday night
■i■ •■■
Iii ludes the game "Say
-i'and the crowning of
c
Ikiiwi ; i iing king and queen.
Pelzer said that the nominees went
through a process which included an
application and an interview

ON

OUR TEAM!
UPS IS
NOW HIRING
PART-TIME
PACKAGE HANDLERS
DAY SHIFT
11:30AM -3:30PM

CRAVE IT
SAVOR IT

TWILIGHT SHIFT
5:00PM - 9:00PM

MIDNIGHT SHIFT
10:30PM-3:30PM

PRE-LOAD SHIFT
4:30AM - 8:30PM
•S8.50-S9.50/Hour

CRAVE IT

•Weekly Paychecks

•Excellent Benelits

•Weekends & Holidays Off

•Paid Vacations

•On-Site Classes

CL freauttfidkj. uiciows cycle.

PLUS Students can get up to $23,000*
in College Education Assistance
The UPS

EARN&
LEARN

Program

FOR IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
IN MAUMEE, CALL:

flllKY lOtty,

419-891-6820
or e-mail Steve Elch at det1sje@ups.com
OR SEE OUR RECUITERS ON CAMPUS:

OCTOBER
2nd: Career Services from 1-4pm
3rd: Student Union from 4-7pm

.^ORLDSCREHTES?

9th: Career Services from 10am-2pm
14th & 16th: from 10am-2pm

www.upsjobs.com
'Earn & Learn program guidelines apply.
Equal Opportunity Employer

1616 E. WOOSTER AVE. - 352.7200
BOWLING GREEN
SMELLS

SIN.-ffll IIM-7IM • !HIIS.-SI1 10IM-3IH
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Warz spark recycling
By Shannon E.Kolkedy
MANAGING E0II0R

Jordan Ohler
Major: History
Minor: Political Science

"Being at the BG vs.
Northwestern game in
Chicago last year, BG won
43-42 on a go for 2 play.
We went crazy. I was so
proud to be a BG student."
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On Friday. Ocl. 4, Offenhauer
Towers will add a new twist to
Homecoming week by sponsoring
the first-ever lunkyaril Ware on campus.
lunkyard War/, will challenge
teams of 4 to 6 people to show then
creative side by building a work of art
completely of recyclable material.
The original idea lor the lunkyard
War/, program stemmed from last
year's recycling competition between
Bowling Green, Miami University.
Ohio University and Harvard. As winner of the competition, the
University received a trophy made
entirely of recyclables. Offenhauer

was then awarded the trophy for
recycling the most per resident last
year.
The trophy, which is now on display at- the Offenhauer front desk,
sparked the idea that recycling can
be creative. During the hall director's
training program this past summer,
the idea of lunkyard Warz was bom.
lunkyard War/, will promote creativity and fun and increase awareness of the on-campus recycling program, said Lindsay larratt, graduate
hall director in Offenhauer.
"It's really important for people to
do their part... It's a creative way to
get people interested," larratt said.
, Resident
advisors
from
Offenhauer are largely supporting

iSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSl
On an American one-«fo((ar

5; t>'tU, there «s an owl and
a stfder hidden***
Can voo find +fcei*???

Involvement
Kappa Alpha Order. University
Activities Organization, Cru,
Interfraternity Council

;SS$$$SSSSSSSSSSSSS$SSSS$S$!

BG's source for Student vehicles!

USED VEHICLES
WITH A WARRANTY
14540 B.G. RD. WEST • 4 MILES WEST OF CAMPUS

Call Dean Smith

Call Dean Smith

the event by hanging flyers in residence halls across campus and
encouraging their floors to attend.
"It's a chance for us to promote
recycling and creativity," lohn Zackel,
a junior English literature major, said
Registration for the event will
begin at 3 p.m. and then in the actual
building from 3:30 - 5 p.m. Judging
will immediately follow. Participants
will be judged on Ix'st use of core values, most artistic, most socially
minded and best recreation of a
national event or a judge. Ibod and
prizes will be provided.
"Wfere hoping that this turns Into
something that's done yearly," Jarralt
said.
lunkyard Warz requires no fee leu

entrants and all recyclables will be
provided l>y the University Recycling
Center.
Sponsors for lunkyard War/,
include Pepsi, the Office of Residence
life. Grounds for Thoughts, Sam B's,
Easystreet Cafe, lava Supreme.
Subway and various Bowling Green
pizza places.
Individuals interested in participating are urged to register early
because registration will be cut off at
25 teams. Individuals should contact
lindsay larratt by email at
lajarrat^bgnct.bgsu.edu with the
names and phone numbers of each
teammate and team captain. All registrations must be submitted by
Thursday, Oct 3 at noon.
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Falcons play Ohio U. Saturday
By Joel Hanvnond
SPORTS EDITOR

FALCON FOOTBALL

The mindset of the BG football
team heading into Saturday's homecoming game against the Ohio
Bobcats is focused on one thing:
focus.
The Falcons, at 3-0 and with each
win being big in final margin, will
attempt to set aside any distraction
and play a complete football game
against the I -4 Bobcats.
Easier said than done.
BG. who just two years ago were in
a similar position to Ohio — struggling, with every possible break going
against them — are in a very different
position now. After opening the season with a 41 -7 victory over Division
1 -AA Tennessee Tech, wins over legitimate Big XII powers Missouri and
Kansas followed, garnering more and
more national attention along the
way.

STUDENT

Tune into 88.1FMWBGU

Saturday tor all the action.
The Ziggy Zoomba's pregame
show starts at 3 p.m.. while Nick
Seuberling and Aaron Run call
the action.
Ohio, on the other hand, is on the
other end of the spectrum, to say the
least. Under second-year head coach
Brian Knorr, the Bobcats have had
significant troubles. OU went 1-10
last season, including a 17-0 loss in
Athens to BG. Knorr is 1 -14 as a head
coach, and his team has suffered four
tough losses this season.
The Big
East's
Pittsburgh
PREVIEW, PAGE 23

DISCOUNTS

HOMECOMING
SPECIALS

Chiii Schooler BG

Visit Us At Our Drive-Thru

125 Po* Road

Eipifli .tan. 31. ?003

---ill I

mmipnosmwwH

-RADIATOR FLUSH & FILL*
I kKMn * <• 1 «i«Mi *rf (oaUrtl
, 'DtirMtiln

402 E. Wooster St.
352-BUTT

125 Po* Road

M i« MM ■****■•• •* m.
Eipfrti Jan. 31, 2003

--

TOBACCO OUTLET

|$59"99i

BUTT'S CHEAP SMOKES and FINE CIGARS TOBACCO OUTLET

BRAKES - Front or Riar «on unu

rtipirii jaa.lt, 2003

•««-. .

:

5"
fo"-2'6;
!c o u p o N"

$5 OPT evtr $50. $10 OFF over ■
$100. $20 OFF over $200 any I
. service I Present coupon
I bofort service.

Call for quick quotes
Free Inspections

125 Poe Road @ Main
419.354.0120

NCT.I

UP AND OVER: Falcon linebacker Mitch Hewitt upends Missouri running back Zach Abron in the Falcons' 51-28
win over the Tigers Sept. 14. BG faces otf against Ohio Saturday, looking to improve to 4-0. Ohio enters the game
at 1-4.

MAJOR BRANDS
Camel, Winston
Newport
Doral
Skoal, Copenhagen, Kodiak

PRICE;

_ $2.99/pack
... $3.69/pack
.... $2.54/pack
$4.39/tin

AM eJgarettee at Slat* nun-mum price* Pncat subject to chango. excluding non-liHera, while supplies law
Soma prices reflect manulacturod buy down. Prtoaa do not Include tax.
Surgeon General's Warnings: Cigarette smoke contains carbon monoxide.
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Falcons hope for victory Saturday
PREVIEW. FROM PAGE 22

University opened their season by
defealing'theBobcats27-14, and that
loss was followed by an embarrassing
31-0 loss to Div. I-AA Northeastern.
As if that wasn't enough, Oil then
traveled to the Swamp to play
Honda, and lost 34-6. then, after
leading Connecticut 19-6 in the third,
die Bobcats allowed 31 unanswered
points and lost, 37-6.
The Falcons, though, do have
issues to clear up before Saturday's
kn kntl. and focus may or may not
play into those issues. In their last
two wins, B(i has had significant
trouble with penalties. Against
Missouri, the falcons committed 10
penalties, totaling 98 yards, and they
totaled 12 against Kansas, for 118
yards. The Falcons also had trouble
in the first quarter against Kansas
with their tackling, and it was no
coincidence that they trailed for the
first time.
"We were missing tackles," coach
Urban Meyer said, "and we were
ridiculous, absolutely ridiculous with
penalties.... That will not be tolerated, and we will correct that. The positive is is that everything we saw is
conectable. Experience is priceless.

... Being in that situation, getting hit
in the face like we were, you can't
simulate that at practice."
Indeed, the layhawks came out firing on all cylinders in the opening 25
minutes of last Saturday's game in
lawrence. The hosts had BG on the
ropes, and if it wasn't for two big plays
successively, the Falcons may have
Ixm in trouble. Instead, the Falcons
scored two touchdowns in under a
minute and carried a 22-9 halfiime
lead.
Meyer knows that this game will be
no pushover as he says, there are
none in college football.
"It's hard to win in Division 1-AA,
that's proven," he said. "You'd better
show up every week to play; so we'll
always appreciate a win.... If we don't
come in focused, we'll get beat up,
just like we did last week."
The Bobcats do have a bright spot
in tailback Chad Blinker, who has
rushed for 387 yards in the Bobcats'
four games, along widi a touchdown.
Quarterback Dontrell lackson has
completed just 20 passes on the season, 13 more than he has thrown to
the opposing team.
Kickoffis slated for 4 p.m. Saturday
afternoon.

If you sleep in a cold room, ^
you are mor^jkel^p^^

r£l1

Take your Bachelors Degree to a Higher Level
Consider a career as an Occupational Therapist!

Jfavea bad dream

c.

i

Go Back
in Time at
Easystreet
Enjoy a refreshing atmosphere of casual elegance
in our turn-of-the-century cafe.
We feature: Appetizers • Soups • Salads • Sandwiches
Entrees • Delicious Desserts • Over 70 Imported Beers
We are open seven days a week ro serve you.

55
104 S. Main

ilsA

*^P

Wc al*o Kccpi.
Carre Blanche and Dm<

Downtown

Photo Provided by Ohio Department ol Media Relations

DAYLIGHT: Ohio quarterback Dontrell Jackson rushes in a recent game, lackson will look to help Ohio defeat the
Falcons Saturday afternoon.

Club

5-0988

Occupational therapists help people live fully
- and can work in interesting settings like:
♦ Hospital-based rehabilitation
♦ School-based practice with children
♦ Injury prevention at workplaces
♦ Cognitive and psychiatric rehabilitation
♦ Consultation in the community
♦ Many other settings & innovative models
Why study at the Medical College of Ohio?
♦ High national ranking for quality
♦ Relatively low cost
♦ Small class size
Applications for Fall 2003
♦ Nationally recognized faculty
admission are being accepted now
♦ Excellent fieldwork opportunities
Eor information or to visit, call:
♦ Latest technology/Excellent resources
419-383-4429 or email mot@mco.edu.
Visit our website at www.mco.edu/allh/ot/
♦ Impressive success of MCO graduates
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Best Deal on Campus

\

(and it's just (or BGSU students, too)

eMac
^ Ready to plug-and-play
Starting at $999

With a Mac, College Li
Write term pape/s in Microsoft Word, rip your CDs to
MP3s with iTunes, Instant Message with iChat.and
perform complex mathematical analysis with
Mathematica. And do it in style with Apple's awardwinning product line, all discounted just for Students.

r- rr*

Power Mac G4
Tower of Power
Starting at $1,252

s

.* ■■?■■■■■

i.

■ i- i

i

i *

J
PowerBook G4
Live large.Travel light.
Starting at $2,349

Mac OS Xv10.2 Jaguar
With over 150 new
features, the new Mac OS
is Wildly Innovative.

The new iMac
This way to the digital lifestyle.
Starting at $1,249

iChat
The built-in Instant
Messaging application
that works with AIM.

iBook
The Digital Lifestyle. To go.
Starting at $1,149

iPod
5,10, or 20 GB versions
Download a CD in seconds
10 hour battery life Works
on Windows, too
Starting at $269

For more information, or to get your special Student Discount, visit:

• The Apple Store for Education
http://www.apple.com/education/store/
iTunes
MP3 to the extreme, with
built-in CD Burning and
iPod support.

iMovie
Digital movie editing,
brought to your desktop
and made simple.

■vimmmMn *•••••••

or, please speak to BGSU
Computer Purchasing Representative at:

419-372-8411
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FALCON CHEERLEADERS

Sarah Hague
Major: Applied Health
Science (Pre-Med)

"I can't narrow my
favorite BGSU memories
down to just one. So
many people, organizations and experiences
here have shaped my life,
and I will never forget all
the amazing friendships
I've made throughout my
four years at BGSU."
Involvement
Dance Marathon, Cru, Pi Beta
Phi, Resident Advisor and
BGSUrve

CHEERLEADERS: The Falcon cheerleaders will be ready to cheer on the football team during the Homecoming game against Ohio University on Saturday
afternoon. Here the cheerleaders extend their support to the team during the Tennessee Tech game on Thursday, Aug 29. Bowling Green won 41-7, and is
current 3-0 havin Jefeated Big XII team's Missouri (51-28) and Kansas (39-16) already this season

Matt Guggenbiller
Major: Psychology
Minor: Sociology

"My Introduction to
Critical Thinking course
my freshman year."
Involvement
IMPACT, Alpha Sigma Phi and
Dance Marathon

TOTAL SPORT SOURCE

o
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110 WEST PQE ROAD B.G. OH
419-353-3411 FAX 419-3540195

www.tsportsource.com
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U. Alumni Remembered
By Joel Hammond
SPORTS EDITOR

They may nol be coming home for
Homecoming feslivilies, bul (here's
no doubt thai these folks' accomplishments within the University'-.
athletic program during their four
years here will still be quite fresh on
some people's minds this weekend.
Iri no specific order, here arc a few
former Falcons who have left their
imprint on the world after leaving the
University:
DaveWbttle. Wottle, who ran track
and cross country here in the early
70s, went on to win the Olympic
gold medal in the 800m in the 1972
Olympics, held in Munich, Germany.
VVoltle ran a worid record time of
T44.3 at that year's Olympic Trials,
and won the Final in 1:45.9.
Phil VUapiano. Vilapiano, drafted
in the second round of the 1971
National football League Draft by
thc'Jakland Raiders, spent 12 years
in the league, mostly with the Buffalo
Bills as linebacker.
Antonio Daniels. Daniels, the
fourth pick in the 1997 NBA Draft,
has spent five years in the league with
the Grizzlies, Spurs and now the
Portland Trailblazers after being dadid this offseason. Daniels ranks secind in the BG all-time annals in
Knuts scored (1,789) and assists
'573).
Caty Rommeck. Rommeck led her

falcon volleyball team to three
straight 21 -win seasons in her three
years at Bowling Green, and wenl on
to compete with the USA National
Volleyball Team all over the country.
While in town. Rommeck accomplished two first-team All-MAC
selections, places on numerous
school records (includingkills, blocks
and digs) and eight MAC Player of the
Week honors.
The class of 2002. Hour Falcon
football players were signed to NFL
contracts after the Draft. Brandon
Hicks went to the Indianapolis I oils.
Ryan Wingrove to the Atlanta
Falcons, (:hris (ilantzis to the Detroit
LJOUjS and Khar)' Campbell to Ihe
Dallas (lowboys. CampheB, who had
been with Dallas on their practice
squad, was signed Sept. 26 by the
New York Jets.
Keith Mclcud, who rivaled Daniels
in popularity and big-play magic in
his stay here, played for the Portland
Trailblazers' summer league squad,
and now leads a group of three now
playing in liuropc, including Len
Matela and Brandon Pardon.
Corey Iuomis, just a junior, tested
the Major league baseball waters,
signing with the IX-troit Tigers and
playing with their short-season
minor-league squad in Oneonla,
New York.

HOMECOMING
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Katie Ryan
Major: Middle School
Education, concentrations:
science and social studies

FilePtrto

DAVE W0TTLE

"My most memorable
experience at BGSU is all
the wonderful people I
have met. I will never forget my sorority sisters, the
families and children at
Dance Marathon, the professors who have helped
me along the way, and all
of my friends. BGSU has
truly been a wonderful
experience."
Involvement

ALUMNI, PAGE 27

Delta Zeta Sorority, Silver
Wings, Dance Marathon,

&**<%,
&

21 4 over

*f| fc°

Kappa Delta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi

Saturday
Oct. 7th...
BIG CREEK

•Happy HourWed -Sat 3-9 CM

Gamma Sigma Alpha, Golden

4-

Vegetarian cafe &
Health Food Store

WednesdayOpen Mic

13S N. Main
353-6412

Heineken
Drafts

tarn
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KHARY CAMPBELL, RYAN WINGROVE

wHn\

149 E.Waoster 353-3Z09

Thursday*
Two Skinny
Dorks and
the Family
FridayDJ Trinity
SaturdaySemi Sextile

File FHoto

CATY ROMMECK

175 N. Main St., Bowling Green
354-7000

Pabst Blue
Ribbon
Pints

81.50

Pitchers
S4.2S

I*

Key National Honor Society and
Help-A-Child Tutor

Beer was first
sold on campus
in what year?
A. 1945
B. 1950

C. 1965
D. 1970

'•vegan products •Organic Produce & Bulk Food 'special Diets
•Enviro-Friendiy 'Cleaning products & cosmetics
•Smoothies 'Fresh Juice produce 'Lunch Specials

3

20% off Dine-in only
..C00d.tiU.lQ/15/D2..

BGSU
'TRIVIA"

X'"^
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Mike Orlando
Major: Marketing

"Most favorable moment
at Bowling Green was
opening night at the BTSU
and coming together as a
community to open a new
tradition at BGSU."
Involvement
University Ambassadors, Phi
Eta Sigma, Falcon Spirit Team,
Dance Marathon, Leaders in
Residence, Peer Leadership
Council, Mortar Board,
Assistant Hall Director of
McDonald Hall, Springboard,
Men's Chorus, Disability
Marathon, Clothesline Project
and Habitat for Humanity-Box
City

Wednesday, October 2.200? 27

Past Falcon
athletic
success not
forgotten by
U. members
ALUMNI, FROM PAGE 26
Martin Bayless. Bayless, a former
defensive back, holds the school
record with 27 interceptions. Bayless,
chosen fourth in the 1984 NFL Draft,
spent 12 years in the league, playing
for Buffalo, San Diego, Kansas City
and Washington.
Orel Hershiser. Hershiser, a 1980
University graduate, went on to a
long and productive career in the
majors. Hershiser still holds the
Major League record for most consecutive scoreless innings pitched,
with 59, and most shutouts in a
month, with five He helped the Los
Angeles Dodgers to the 1988 World
Series crown.
Rob Blake. Blake won the NHLs
Norris Trophy in 1998 as the league's
top blue-line player, and was traded

File Photo

SCOn PALUCH (BACK)
to the Colorado Avalanche late in
their 2001 -2002 Stanley Cup title season. Blake has been in the league
since 1988.
Scott Paluch. Sometimes you've
just got to go back to where it started.
Paluch did just that, returning to his
alma mater to take over the program
he starred in in the '80s. Paluch
earned All-CCHA and Ail-American
honors during his senior season
(1987-1988) and finished his BG
career with 6i points, the school's
highest total for a defenseman.
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Grand Opening!
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■
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Union to host Learning Fair
By Jennifer Palicka
REPORICH
Students who are having
problems in certain classes or
can't seem to manage time well,
there is a place for you Thursday,
Oct. 3 in the Student Union.
The Learning Fair, which has
been going on for four years now,
is open to the entire campus and
will contain 17 different sessions
from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The

sessions will be held three at a
time in 30 minute intervals.
Students are more than welt < me
to attend as many sessions as
they would like.
,
The sessions include Time
Management,. How to Succeed
in Chemistry, Taking Essay
Exams, Taking Multiple-choice
Tests, Handling Study and Test
Anxiety.
Improving
Your
Memory,
Motivation,

Procrastination, Study Survival
Techniques • and Making the
Most of Your U-arning Style. The
fair also offers specialized sessions on How to Succeed in
Biology, How to Succeed in
Sociology. How to Succeed in
Accounting, Winning in Math,
Using Technology to Streamline
Learning, How to Prepare
Presentations and Succeeding in
Economics.

All the events are free and students don't have to sign up to
participate.
"The sessions help to reduce
stress over doing well in courses," loyce Hlmii said, assistant
director of academic enhancement /study skills lab.
Blinn has been with the program since its beginning and she
believes that it does help raise
students' grades. Each session is

run by faculty or staff members
who volunteer their time to help
out students
The sessions are in no particular order. They are run in accordance to the presenter's free
time.
Dr. Robert Midden, associate
professor of chemistry, is conFAIR. PAGE 2

By Brandi Hasting
REPORTER

"It was almost like I never left, like my
year abroad was just a dream. I keep trying to tell myself it really did happen"
SEAN STEARLEY
STUDY ABROAD STUDENT

TRAVEL ABROAD: Sean Stearley (above right) spent his junior
year at the University of Wales. A historic castle (right) was
visible from Stearley's dorm room in Wales.
He left for Wales on Sept. 21,
2001, but said he wasn't afraid to
fly. "I was not scared, my parents
were petrified,"
he said.
"Everyone's guard was up so I
thought at that point it was safer
to fly than it ever had been
before."
While in Aberysrwyth. Stearley
lived in dorms like the other students. He said the rooms there

are all singles, but they are bigger
than the singles here at the
University.
"They're a third bigger with no
carpet," he said, "but they also
have a sink, a lounge chair, a
desk. They supply the sheets,
and you can just bring them
down once a week, they wash
them and you get new ones."
tie said classes in Wales were

on a schedule similar to the one
he was used to in here, but there
was a different emphasis in the
classes.
"(her here you have a lot of
homework." he said. "But there
you have almost M homework,
but it's worth more. In one class 1
had one paper and one test, but
they were both worth 50 percent
of my grade."

By Brandi Hasting
REP0I1ER

Student discusses year abroad
Imagine looking out your
dorm room window and seeing
mountains, the ocean, and a castle in the distance. This was the
view Sean Stearley had every day
last year when he participated in
the Education Abroad Program.
Stearley, a senior Film Studies
major, spent his junior year at
the University of Wales at
Aberystwyth. His bedroom at the
house he shares with friends in
Bowling Green is filled with pictures
of the
castle
in
Aberystwyth, sights around the
town, and people he met while
in Wales. On the wall over his
desk there is a large map of the
worid. Black pins mark all of the
places that he has visited.
"1 absolutely love to travel.''
Stearley said. "My stepbrother
actually had studied abroad in
Ireland and we went to visit him,
and it kind of just opened up my
whole perspective that there is
life beyond America."
Stearley didn't speak any foreign languages, so he knew that
he would have to go to an
English-speaking country. "I
found that this university
(Aberysrwyth) had a really good
film program, so 1 thought this
would be a great opportunity to
study abroad and to not fall
behind on my studies," he said.
Each program has different
requirements that students must
fulfill before they can study
abroad. Stearley said that he had
to write an essay on why he
wanted to study at Aberystwyth
and why he thought he was the
best person to go.
Stearley said three people
signed up to go to Aberystwyth
before Sept. 11, but he wasn't
sure if the other two people
went. "I know I was the first person to go to this university," he
said.

Study
abroad
program
beneficial
to students

Stearley said that you don't
have to be a serious student in
order to study abroad.
"Being in another culture, you
literally learn something new
every day," he said. "It really wets
your appetite to learn. It will
make you a serious student."
Before midterms and finals,

,

Have you ever wanted to travel
to another country, but didn't
think you had the time or the
money? The University may have
the solution to your problem.
The
Education
Abroad
Program offers students the
opportunity to travel overseas and
earn college credits Students can
spend a year or just a semester
taking classes in countries like
lapan. Austria, Italy, and many
others.
Taking classes abroad is not the
only option open to students
interested in traveling abroad. The
Education Abroad Web site has
information on work programs,
volunteer programs, internships
and student teaching in other
countries.
Sally Raymont, director of education abroad, said that there are
numerous programs available for
students to choose from when
they want to study abroad.
"It's like Heinz 57 varieties," she
said.
Many academic departments
have specific study abroad programs and faculty members are
responsible for those programs
But not every department or
every country are represented.
"There are BG programs and
non-BG programs," Raymont
said. The non-BG programs arc
through other universities or
organizations around the country.
This allows students from any
major the opportunity to study
overseas even if their departments do not have a specific program.
"If a student carefully chooses
the program, pretty much any
major can go," Raymont said.
Students must be in good academic standing at the University in
otder to participate in the programs, but do not have to be
upperclassmcn to be eligible.
"It used to be you had to be a
junior to go." Raymont said. "Now
it depends on the program for
what year you can go."
Before going abroad, students
must work with University staff on
how their credits will be transferred and on how tuition will be
ABROAD,PAGE 2
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New technology makes vending accessible
By Jennifer Palicka
REPORTER

Having no money and being
thirsty on campus is no problem.
Many vending machines have a
card swiper that allows students,
faculty and staff to purchase
items without having cash on
hand.
The University has a contract
agreement with AVI Foodsystems
that was set up by lane Schimpf,
assistant vice president of
Auxiliary Services. The agreement
is for the maintaining of the
vending machines and also to
have card swipers on them. The
University decided to put the
card swipers on some of the
machines for a more customer
service friendly effort, Nancy

Joseph said, associate director of
Dining Services.
"Sometimes students, faculty
and staff don't have money available but they have their i.d.'s with
them," she said.
When i.d. holders swipe their
cards in the machine, their Big
Charge is credited with the
amount purchased. The Big
Charge is credited and not the
meal plan because the meal plan
is only supported by the residence dining facilities.
"Big Charge goes above and
beyond the meal plan, it is a convenience in having to utilize the
card in locations other than the
dining room," kiseph said.
Not all of the vending
machines on campus have card

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

™

swipers for the convenience of
University students, faculty and
staff. There are about 36 available,
according to Scott Blackwood,
data systems coordinator of
Dining Services. The reason why
not all machines have the swipers
on them is because of the
expense.
"It costs $800 a machine for the
swipers, and that's not including
the expense of wiring and the
controller," loseph said. "The
building controller costs S2000 a
machine."
Because the cost is so high, the
locations of the vending
machines with the card swipers
depends on the most trafficked
areas of the students. Students
can find card swipers in the

THURS

Education Building. BA, the
Ubrary and many other locations.
Some students, though, who
don't have a reason to travel to
these buildings or are in the same
buildings everyday may not
know about the card swipers
"I didn't know you could use
your
card
(for
vending
machines)," Felicity Strauss said,
senior University student.
Strauss has been with the
University for two years and in
those two years she not once saw,
or paid attention to. the vending
machines that had card swipers.
Strauss does use the vending
VENDIHG. PAGE 2
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Year in Wales now seems like a dream
STEARLEY. FROM PAGE 1

students in Wales get one week
off to study, called Reading Wfeek.
Stearley said finals period is actually two weeks long, and it
enabled him to travel to other
places when he was finished with
his exams.
"I saw 14 different European
countries while I was there," he
said. He pointed at the map as he
rattled off the names of the countries he visited. "I saw Scotland,
Wales, England, Spain, France,
German, Italy, Czech Republic,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands or
Holland."
Despite the fact that Wales is an

English-speaking country, language sometimes presented a
problem.
"I expected everyone to talk
like they do on the BBC," Stearley
said. "There are so many different
dialects, 75 percent of them are
incomprehensible."
The longer he was there, the
more he began to understand the
dialects.
"I came back and I could
understand everything they were
saying in the club scene from
'Trainspotting', without the subtitles." Stearley said.
For the other countries, he
said, "It's all about using what little of their language you know,
trying to use what little English

you think they know, and the rest
is just Charades."
He recalled meeting a man in
Paris with whom he had in-depth
conversations by drawing pictures and making motions with
their hands.
Stearley has seen some amazing things while in Europe. "1
slept on the beach during the
Cannes Film Festival," he said.
"I've been to the top of the Eiffel
Tower, I touched the Berlin Wall."
Stearley also went to Greece. "I
touched things that were made in
500 B.C.," he said. "It's so unreal."
After a while, he became so
immersed in the different culture
that when he saw someone have
an American nickel, it was

strange to him. "It was like seeing
a toy from your childhood that
you hadn't thought about in
years," Stearley said.
When he came back, he had a
little trouble readjusting. When
his father picked him up from the
airport, he tried to get in on the
wrong side of the car. He also was
used to the mountains in Wales,
so the terrain here was strange to
him.
"Driving back. I was completely amazed at how flat it was," he
said.
Coming back to the University
was not a problem for Stearley. "It
was almost like I never left, like
my year abroad was just a
dream," he said. "I keep trying to

tell myself it really did happen."
He is also more than willing to
talk about his experiences, but he
said that people seem to lose
interest fast.
"I kind of get carried away," he
said. "At times I kind of wish they
had experienced what I experienced."
Students can learn something
about their own culture from the
experience. Stearley said that
some Europeans don't like
American tourists because they
expect every place to be like
America. He realized it was tnie
when he watched his father
become frustrated while trying to
place an order at a McDoniild's in
Italy where the cashier didn't

speak English.
All in all, Stearley enjoyed his
experience. "Going out there and
doing this, I feel like I have so
much more self-confidence," he
said. "World news has a whole
new meaning to me."
He thinks that every student
should take the opportunity to
study abroad.
"It's an eye opener to know that
there's other cultures out there
that really do exist," he said. "It's
kind of like Never-Never land.
You hear about it, you know
about it, but until you go there, it
doesn't mean anything."

Financial aid makes overseas travel more affordable
ABROAD, FROM PAGE 1

paid. Raymont said that students
should work with Financial Aid to
determine what aid will be available to them.
"For non-BG programs, only
the federal will go with them,"
Raymont said. "For BG programs,
almost all financial aid goes with
them, including some scholarships."

The
Education
Abroad
Program offers pre-departure
sessions before students leave to
prepare them for what they can
expect. They arc held in
November for those going
abroad during the spring semester and April for those leaving the
following fall. Topics for these sessions include adjustment to the
new country and health and safety while overseas.
Re-entry programs are split

into two sessions. In the first session, students can discuss their
experience and what it is like to
be back in the country and back
on campus. The second session
focuses on how the experience
can be used on resumes and how
it can be put toward careers.
Raymont said the experience is
valuable for all students at the
University because it gives them
an opportunity to see a different
part of the world and experience

another culture.
"They're actually living and
going to school in that environment," she said. "This age is the
perfect time to learn about the
world."
She also said that people seem
to see the world in "tunnel vision"
and studying abroad can give students a new perspective on their
own country as well as other
areas of the world.
"The world is becoming more

Course appreciation stressed at fair
FAIR. FROM PAGE I

ducting the "How to Succeed in
Chemistry" session. Midden has
also been with the program since
its beginning. Blinn was aware of
his interest in conducting a session, so she had invited him to
join.
"Students are always motivated," Midden said. "I give students
key issues, son of set the stage for
the students."
Midden tries to tailor what he
will talk about to the students
who attend.
"I find out what gives them the
greatest challenge," Midden said.
Midden's session will be held at
3:30.
The Distinguished Teaching
Professor of Biological Sciences,
Dr. Lee Meserve, is also going to
be at the fair conducting his session "How to Succeed in Biology."
He also has been with the program since its first year. In his
years with the program, he
noticed that the turn out of stu-

dents vary. One year he had four
students, when the next he had
15.
"I start off with a few suggestions for the students. This is my
30th year at the University, so 1
have some suggestions," Meserve
said.
Meservc's session will be held
at 1:30.
Most of the sessions are dealt in
the same way, the presenters will
bring the basics at hand and then
the students will take it from
there. Not all students are goingto
have the same issues, but students should feel comfortable
enough to explain them.
"The Learning Fair deals with
all aspects of learning," Blinn said.
No matter where the student's
are in their courses, the sessions
at the faircan help them, she said.
Sessions will be held in rooms
314, 315 and 316 in the BowenThompson Student Union
Thursday Oct. 3 from 10:30a.m.4:30p.m.

SCHOLARSHIP Announcements
HARRY

V.

FRANKFATHERS SCHOLARSHIP

Deadline: October 18, 2002
The Harry V Frankfather Scholarship was established to recognize Bowling
Green Slate University students who arc employed as a means to assist with
their educational expenses There will be fifty S3000 awards for the 20022003 academic year
Students meeting the following criteria arc encouraged to apply:
•Sophomore, junior, senior at BGSU.
•Full-lime undergraduate enrolled for 12 or more
semester credit hours,
•Minimum cumulative GPA of 3.0.
•Have a 2002-2003 Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA) on file in the Student Financial Aid (SFA) Office.
•Employed at least 10 hours per week for pay cither
on or off campus.
•Verification of employment and hours worked required.
Applications m avtiUbtc on-line at the SFA webwl* hup //www bgw eoVofficei/ifa.
on display oumrV the SFA Office u 231 Adrrumunition Bide, or in the Office of
Student Employment at .'ISA Saddlcmirc Student Seivicci BMg

EDWIN

L. MOSELEY SCHOLARSHIP
I

h .Milim- October 18, 2002

Dr. Edwin L Moseley made this scholarship available through his estate
because of his cor.imitment to education His intent was to financially assist
students who demonstrate a degree of scholarship and moral character.
There will be ten S3000 awards for the 2002-2003 academic year

LEARNING FAIR SESSION TIMES
10:30:
Time Management- Mary Beth Skelly
How to Succeed in Sociology- Or. Dean Purely
How to Succeed in Accounting- Dr. Patricia Essex
11:30:
Improving your memory- Dr. Craig Vickio
Motivation - The Key Ingredient to Success- Greg Dickerson. Sherry
Hamilton
How to Prepare Presentations - Dr. Alberto Gonzalez.
12:30:
Winning at Math- Dianne Widman-Abbott
Using technology to streamline learning- Jan Neelan & Kay Puthofl
Procrastination- don't let it keep you from succeeding- Barbara
Mauter
1:30:
Taking Essay Exams- Dr. Barbara Toth
Handling Study & Test Anxiety- Dr. Elizabeth Yarns
How to succeed in Biology- Dr. lee Meserve
2:30:
Taking multiple-choice tests- Sally Dicier
Study survival techniques- Student Forum
Making the most of your learning style- Lisa McHugh Cesarini

multicultural,'' she said.
Students interested in the
Education Abroad Program can
attend weekly sessions held in
1103 Offenhauer West. Each session gives information about certain countries that students may
be interested in.
The program is also having an
Fducation Abroad Fair on Oct. 17
at the Union. Representatives
from academic departments,
Financial Aid, and Student

Health Services will be on hand to
talk with students. There will also
be representatives from groups
outside the University, including
people from a local travel agency.
Students can get more information from the Education
Abroad Web site or by calling the
Education Abroad office at 3720309.

Vending machines
available to students,
faculty and staff
VENDING, FROM PAGE 1

machines occasionally lo gel a
beverage or two. bul she said
thai she would rather use cash.
"It's easier to use cash. I know
where my money's going."
Strauss said.
It could be easy for students
to use their cards and not worry
about Ihe money that they are

putting on il because they don't
pay for the bill, one University
student said.
No matter what the reason
for using the vending
machines, they are there for the
convenience of students, faculty and staff members. An added
bonus is the Big Charge use, but
il is nol necessary.

If you would like
to see your ad
appear here...

3:30:
Succeeding in Economics- Dr. Paul Haas
Study survival techniques- Student Forum
How to succeed in Chemistry- Dr. Robert Midden

The average person has
over 1,460 dreams a year...
Sweet Dreams!!!
SWEESTEST DAY IS OCTOBER 19TH

$59.95

contact the BG News
Ad Department at
372-2605 or visit
204 West Hall.
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24K Gold
Rose .

Golden Key

Through a special process a

International Honour Society

Real Rose

24K Gold

Academics

Nothing
outshines it for
Sweetest Day!
All the beauty and symbolism
of a real rose has been
combined with the value,
durability, and luster of
pure gold. Because each rose
real it is unique, and like
your love, will last forever.

u

Open House/Informational Session

has been treated and preserved in

BGSU students who meet the following criteria are encouraged to apply:
•Sophomore, junior, senior with at least 30 BGSU credit hours
■Graduate students
•Demonstrated financial need for the award year that the
scholarship is being offered (2002-2003 FAFSA on file)
•Cumuhttiive BGSU GPA 3.0 or higher for undergraduates/
cumulative BGSU 3 4 or higher for graduate students
■Submit a personal statement (300 words or less) which
describes any contributions to the community and/or
society that have been made, and the educational value
received from these experiences.
•Submit two letters of recommendations from BGSU
faculty or administrators

t

Service
Opportunities

R. Howard
Fine Jewelers
139 S. Main St.
Bowling Green,
Ohio, 43402
(419) 354-3554

Social
Activities

207 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Thursday, October 3, 7pm - 9pm
Pizza, Prize Drawing
Golden Key Literature & Merchandise
"Come see what we can offer to you!"
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MONTANA STUDENT FALLS FROM WINDOW
(U-WIRE) M1SSOU1A Mont. - A University of
Montana student fell out of her third-floor Duniway
Hall dorm room window early Saturday and is now
recovering in a Seatde hospital. Kate Browne, a freshman majoring in general studies, suffered a broken
pelvis and wrist on impact, according to her roommate, Dahlia Turner.

CAMPUS

Ohio U. students learn party rights
By Emily Patterson
IHi POST (OHIO U I

(U-WIRE) ATHENS, Ohio Ohio University junior Ryan Butt
found the police knocking on his
door and issuing him and his
housemates a noise violation
when he was throwing a party last
Thursday.
Butt, a journalism major from
Cincinnati, said he took all the
precautions he could when planning the party by playing music
inside and keeping guests otT the
lawn and the street, but the
Athens police still singled his
party out of several on his street.
I le received the fine
"You would think they would
have more concerns than just a
couple of college kids partying
not even doing anything wrong"
Butt said.
The police do have other concerns and provided a few suggestions to avoid attracting their
attention to weekend parties. But
as in Butt's case, police action is
always a risk, so all students need
to know their legal rights.
Police officers and landlords
will not tell you what your rights
are, said David Baer. managing
attorney for the Center for

Student Advocacy.
"People don't know what their
civil rights are, and if you don't
know what they are, it is just like
you don't have them," Baer said
The Center for Student
Advocacy sees roughly 300 to 500
students a year about alcohol
related arrests and problems,
Baer said.
|
Butt said he felt their party had
been singled out when there were
several other parties on the same
street, but that might not be the
case. Lt. Tom Pyle with the Athens
Police Department said the
police are simply too busy to go to
every party.
"We will only go typically to
parties that we get (noise) complaints for," Pyle said.
Baer said he recommends students let their neighbors know if
they are having a party, so if they
have any noise complaints, they
will call the party first rather than
the police.
Students also are not aware
that if they throw a public party, a
party without guest lists or invitations, they surrender t>.eir right to
a search with a warrant, Baer said.
Undercover agents from the
Department of Liquor Control

are allowed to walk into the party.
The people who throw the
party also are responsible for
under-age drinkers even after
they leave the party, Baer said. If
an under-age person injures
someone while driving or
assaults someone while under
the influence, the host of the
party can be sued. Having signs
above the keg that say, "Don't
drink if you are under 21" do not
legally protect someone from
lawsuits or violations.
Despite precautions, students
need to be aware of their rights if
they run into problems with the
police, because police sometimes
try to get students to hand over
evidence or allow them entry into
their houses, Baer said.
"Students confess to everything" he said. "You don't have to
answer the police officer's questions if you don't want to."
Athens City Prosecutor Lisa
Eliason said she believes the
police do not take advantage of
the students who are not aware of
their rights and cited the time
change riot last year as an exampie.
"Police just stood back and
made sure that no one got hurt,"
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rhe calendar of events is taken from
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http-7/events.bgsiuxhi

GUPA

Event sponsored by Communication
Studies.
Union 20M - Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
830 am.-4:30 p.m
A Commemoration ol losses/A
Celebration of Hopes and Freedoms
Student Artists Respond to September 11
Brawn- Ihompson Student Union Galleries
8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
EXPO Interview Day
Previously scheduled interviews for EXPO
Interview Day will be held.
Perry Field House

Ba\\
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9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Homecoming Ticket Sales
The
Homecoming
Committee will be selling
tickets lot the homecoming game.
Union Lobby

Ticket Sales
Bomn- Ihompson Student Union lobby
10 a.m. - 4 p.m
Dance Marathon Video Distribution
Bomn-Ihompson Student Union lobby

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Membership Sign-Up
The College Republicans will have an
information and membership table to promote the organization
Education Steps

11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Homecoming Sales
The Homecoming Committee will be selling merchandise, voting on royalty, and
spirit points will be available.

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Black Student Union Cabaret and Party

Bryan kUcluUU Wire

PARTY TIME: Ohio University senior Chad Roth adds apple Schnapps to lason Sparks' drink Saturday
night at his party in University Commons apartments.

can perform a "pat down" to
check for weapons but instead
find a bag of marijuana. Through
national law, students can lose
their driver's license and possibly
their financial aid.
Baer said most students come

she said.
Eliason said many students
also are not aware of the laws
concerning possession of marijuana and paraphernalia If students are arrested for a charge
such as open container, police

Union Lobby
11 a.m - 7 p.m.
Honors Student Association Bandanna
Sale
The Honors Student Association will give
out information and sell spint bandannas.
Bowen-Ihompson Student
Union lobby
11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Homecoming Ice Cream Social
Dance Marathon will be having Falcon
Floats.
Pedestnan MallAlnkm Oval

known book 'How Hard Are You Knocking'
and Human Resource manager for
United) Systems, will be speaking about a
variety "I topics, such as: job search and
interview processes, resume writing, and
professional attire The seminar and workshop is designed to give students and
edge upon entering the corporate world
CHscamp 101A

Noon-1 pm
Brown Bag Lunch: Silent Witness UnVeiling
To commemorate Domestic Violence
Awareness Month, The Transformation
Project will unveil the Northwest Ohio
Silent Witness Initiative.

7:30 pm.
Navajo Spirituality
United Christian Fellowship Community
and Spmtual Development Center presents lectures on Peace. Justice, and
Spirituality to honor the retirement of Rev.
Bill Thompson.
Grounds tor thought

Prout Chapel lam
6 p.m.
How Hard Are You Knocking? The College
Student's Guide to Opening Corporate
Doors.
Tim Augustine, author of the nationally

7 p.m.
Voleyball against Toledo

AndersonAitna

TBA
Alpha Phi Omega Rock-A-Thon
Union Oval

BG
is looking for...
writers
reporters
lumnists
■oonists

photographers
copy editors
illustrators
graphic designers

« OIM:
What is worse than raining
cats and dogs?
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Monday, Sept 30:
Lisa Stanish of Bowling Green was
cited for open container, drug abuse
and drug paraphernalia. Court date
was set for Oct 9 at 10 a.m.
Tracy Sloan of Toledo, Ohio was cited
for open container, drug abuse, and
drug paraphernalia.
Police received a report of possible
alcohol poisoning. Subject refused
transport to Wood County Hospital
Information received about a sexual
crime in Rodgers The incident remains
under investigation.
Police received information of a
non-injury accident in Lot 14.
Complainant reported her white and
aqua women's bike was taken from the
Batchelder bike tack where it was
locked.
Thomas) Buck of Lincoln, Neb.,
and Christopher Buckellew of El Paso,
Texas, were issued written warnings for
credit card solicitation on campus.
They were told to leave and not return
or they would be charged with criminal
trespass
Kelly L Wysenski, of Sandusky, Ohio,
was cited for a traffic control device
violation at Ridge and Willard. The
court date is set foi Oct 7 at 1 p.m.
Complainant reported that he had
received threatening messages on his
computer in McDonald North

Are You
Interestet

Spirit
0WLING

I H

to his office only after they
encounter a problem with police,
when it is usually too late. He said
he is striving to "help students be
proactive instead of reactive"
when dealing with the law and
legal rights
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Congratulations Alpha Phi
New Members
UNIVERSITY

BGSU
Wednesday:
Dance Marathon Ice Cream Social: Bow en-Thompson Student Union. 11:30-1:90
AitcnJ and sign in lo get I point'
Shopping Carl Float Decorating Contest: Bowen-Thomspon student Union. 12
noon
Decorate a shopping car (cam will be provided Tot homecoming' Participation will earn you 8 point*
and if you win you will get 3 points, a free l-shirt. and go to rhe SAY WHAT KARAOKE at the Pep
Rally on Friday. October 4th
Royalty Vbling Bowen-Thompson Student Union. I lam-3pm
Vole and get 2 points.
Merchandise Sales: Bowen-Th«»mp*on Student Union. Ilam-3pm

Get 1 point Tor every piece of merchandise you purchase.

HOMECOMING 2002
Our Tradition • Our Place • Our Homecoming

Sara Andeson
Barbie Bell
Alisha Biler
Malerie Dennis
Courtney Essert
Derensa Fraley
Brittany Grabes
Amber Gresh
Ashley Kuntz
Chelsea Lambdin
Sara Moore
Steph Mosel

We Love you
Pledge Class
Fall '02

Ayumi Nagano
Maggie Pence
Jenna Perroto
Kristen Ross
Denielle Rohe
Maria Scaperato
Stacey Serey
Sarah Skinder
Meghan Thatcher
Blair Watson
Kelly Young
Lisa Zimmerman
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QUOTEI VOIOH:

OPINION

"It is easy to pick up and move when the
culture you know is all McDonald's."
GLENN PETRE,on why Louisiana is the nation's least transient state.

Television election may not be so bad
You've heard of the original
reality show '"Hie Real World"
and maybe even saw an episode
of "Survivor". Are you ready for
the next generation of reality TV?
IX announced recently that
they will begin airing a new reality series in 2004 called "American
Candidate." And yes. here it is, a
television show to elect the 44th
President.
According to CNN, applicants
must submit a petition signed by
50 people along with a 30minute video about themselves

YOU DECIDE
Do you think FX's new
Presidential election show
is a good idea?
1 in.nl your responses lo
hKtiews0lislproc.bgsu.edu. Please
see our submission policy for
guidelines.
and their livesReality TV has become the
popular thing to do lately and
you may be hard pressed to find
a television channel that doesnt
have one or at least has tried to

air one at some point. While
some shows excite us and show
us insight to people's real lives, a
show such as "American
Candidate" has never been
thought of.
Now before you jump all over
this as a silly or sinister event,
think about what could happen.
This may not be the best idea,
but the concept isn't bad. This
will be the first televised primary
for a candidate. And if you really
wanted to be President and have
the necessary credentials, this is

the opportunity of a lifetime.
Furthermore, we the voters
will chose who we want to run
for President through the show.
For the first time, we will get serious, real insight into what this
person who wants to run our
country is all about. The viewers
will get to see how the candidate
talks in private and what his true
beliefs are — not just what the
candidate says at speeches.
This could be used as a real
breakthrough for our political
system. The electronic age has

allowed us to try many new
things and while some have
failed, others have come
through.
Up to this point, the television
has been used merely for
debates and slanderous commercials by candidates we know
little or nothing about. Finally we
can get the chance to gather
insight about what this person is
thinking and feeling. Hopefully,
this could do away completely
with the redundant political
commercials that air every com-

mercial break during the campaign season.
There are many kinks that
must be worked out for the show
and the first go at it may not
yield great results. The idea however, introduces us to something
new and exciting. Perhaps older
teens and COIICRC students who
hale to go out and vole in primaries may become interested
and vote more.
The voting standard used
today is not a bad one, but perhaps we can combine the two.

Freedom to teach
LK1TERSIX)THE KI)I1X)R. PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
Racism is still Theft in the
a concern for Student Union
many students is childish
In response to the article by
Melissa Greiner that was in
response to the article written
by Mr. Curt Harris I would like
to simply say that I agreed with
your point on his ignorant outlook on society and maybe even
the point of assuming outright
that he was white; but I think
you went a little far in saying
that if you assumed he was
white then you are "demonstrating and perpetuating the problem of racism." First of all where
in the last rebuttal against Mr.
Harris is it assumed that he is
white? Even if this had been
assumed it is not at all a matter
of perpetuating the situation but
naturally responding to what
has already been perpetuated.
What has already been perpetuated and what is perpetuated
everyday is that color matters
and if your "unlucky" enough to
end up being of color, life in the
United States will be unequal in
comparison to your "privileged"
counterpart. "Privileged," which
in your words is the (white,
Anglo-Saxon heterosexual,
male). While your response was
somewhat relevant I can't help
but feel as if it was a cheap shot
at checking minorities about
their use of racism. If this is the
case I must add that it is just as
ignorant a point to make as the
points you were refuting of Mr.
Harris'. The fact is a minority
group (a people that are physically lesser in number) could
not possible impose the wrath,
consequences and ultimate
sting of racism and prejudice,
that the majority (who are
greater in number and power)
could and choose to do. Perhaps
you live in a bubble if you feel
that the writer is not white. Mr.
Harris suggested a white history
month, why would he suggest
this if he were not white? If by
chance he isn't then he is ignorant of his identity and social
burden because anyone who
falls outside of being white is
privy to the injustices we are
debating. Also, there is a thin
line in demanding of people
that they be "politically correct,"
when they face "political incorrectness" everyday.
SMMNTHA M. SIMMS
STUDENT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF Of
THE OBSIDIAN

In its short existence here at
BGSU, the Bowcn Thompson
Student Union has already
established itself as an icon of
the U. As many of you know, a
great deal of rime, effort and
money went into the construction of this building.
All in all, this project ended
up costing approximately $30
million to complete. The Union
is something that all of us in
some way helped to create and
it is something that we as students should take pride in.
However, for some that has
not been the case. Since the
opening of the Union in the
spring semester of 2002, there
have have been numerous incidents of theft and vandalism
reported at the Union. The furniture found in the Union is
there for the use of students and
guests of the University. It
should not be viewed as a luxury
item that you think might add to
the decor of your dorm room or
bedroom off campus. If the
morality of the situation has little or no effect on you, here is
something else to consider,
where does the money to
replace or fix furniture from the
university come from?
The answer is quite simple
and I believe that it will become
even more evident if tuition
continues to be raised every
year.
It's not the University's fault,
but unfortunately, they are the
ones who have to rectify the
problem, and it's especially trying when it's a problem such as
this.
A chair located on the ground
floor of the Union costs in
excess of $40, hypothetically.
Let's say that one chair a week
gets "relocated" for whatever
reason. It ends up costing the U.
$40 plus to replace that chair.
Now keep in mind that was just
an estimate of how many chairs
find their way out of the Union
each week, it may be less, but in
all likelihood could be many
more.
The bottom line is that everyone here is an adult and of
above average intelligence, we
should be capable of living as
citizens of a community, showing mutual respect for our surroundings and ourselves.
It shouldn't matter if it's a joke

or a childish prank The fret of
the matter is that stealing is
wrong, it's a simple concept that
I'm fairly certain all of us were
taught at a young age. The
Union is something that we
should want to take care of like
our own.
IARED COZAR
STUDENT

Skin color is
not important
to the issue
In her letter appearing 10/01
in the BG News, Melissa Greiner
accuses "the majority" of
columnists who responded to
Curt Harris' article of assuming
that he is white. What Greiner
neglects to mention, is the fact
that it simply does not matter
whether or not Mr. Harris is
white, as his stated views are
problematic regardless of his
racial identity.
The crucial point here is that
the ideas outlined in his column
support the perpetuation of
institutionalized racism. If Mr.
Harris is white, then he is speaking from a position of systemic
power and requesting for those
who would tell him otherwise to
kindly leave him be. Ifheisnot
white, then he has still consciously chosen to ignore the
racist power structure that
guides daily life in the U.S.A.
In either case, and regardless
of Mr. Harris' race, the following
statement taken from my column applies to his ideological
stance, "Such behavior only furthers the systemic power of
white privilege in this country."
Because this privilege is constructed as normal and exists as
a tacit societal undercurrent,
people often live within its grasp
without realizing they are doing
so. When these ideas are
brought to the surface, something Mr. Harris did with his column, it is imperative that they
be challenged. Contrary to
Greiner's views, I am not
"demonstrating and perpetuating" racism. Rather, I am exposing it in hopes that we all may
begin to understand its destructive influence.
MATTHEW ASCAH
STUDENT

How do you feel about
BGSU parking?

Bin

ideas, not beliefs

AT ISSUE Is allowing teachers to introduce different ideas for the origin of life a bad idea?
JOSEPH
WOODRING
Assl. Opinion editor

ARTHUR ROSS
SENIOR
THEATRICAL PERFORMANCE

"Umm...yes.
First there is never any
spots, then they take all
your money by giving
out tickets.'

MELISSA MYERS
SENIOR, IPC

7 didn't even buy a pass
this year because I knew I
wouldn't be able to find a
spot anyway."

BECKY RICCIARDI
JUNIOR, FINANCE

"With only 10 minutes
between class sessions, it
doesn't leave much time for
spots to open up."

BETH COWAN
SOPHOMORE, BUSINESS

"It's pretty inconvenient
to park in overflow when
you work nights & have
to get all the way back to
Offenhauer."

On Sept. 27 a suburban
Atlanta school board voted
unanimously on a decision to
allow teachers to begin to
introduce students to different
views about the origin of life.
Included in these origins is
the idea of creationism, or the
idea that we were created from
Adam and Eve by God. This
idea is brought directly from
the Bible and begins to make
me wonder about whether or
not they are bringing religion
into public school. Is this decision setting a precedent for
whether or not God will be
allowed back into our schools?
My answer to this question is
no. The idea of creation is just
that: an idea. While not everyone may believe this idea, the
strict scientific teaching of evolution that has been going on
for years is not what everyone
believes either. Evolution, like
creation is nothing more than
theory. While we may question
either side, we must learn
about both sides. If we choose
to teach only one, we cannot
argue what we believe if we
know nothing about the other
side.
Cobb County School Board,
Georgia's second largest, decided they agreed with this idea
last Thursday. While not all
people were happy about this,
some saw it as a great victory.
They may see it as victory for
religion, but I see this as a victory for free thought.
leffrey Selman was the person who brought this problem
to the attention of school board
members by suing them. That
seems to be the popular way to
complain lately. He decided
that because his son's textbook
said evolution was only theory,
that his son was being subjected lo religion in a state-funded
school. Unfonunately for
Selman, the result ended in
accepting of all theories of
where we came from. "This
victory |by proponents of alternate theoriesl was shallow,"
vliiniii said. He felt that this
violates the law of separation of
church and state. Selmon went

on to say that "We're going to
watch this closely." Stating of
course that his and his fellow
American Civil liberties Union
cronies will be able to continue
to limit what a child is allowed
to leam about anything but
reading, writing and arithmetic
until they get into college — if
they get into college.
When will we allow our children to leam about religion?
I'm not saying we need to
teach them whether or not to
believe. That cannot l>e forced.
I ligh school should have the
right to teach not only all ideas
ill evolution but also ideas of all
religion. Whether or not Ihc
child is taught the truth or
falsehood of the religion is up
to the parents and family. What
is imponant is that we allow
adolescents to leam about
something that is big enough
to have wars, attacks, and institutions over.
Ifa student is sitting in a his- i
tory class learning about a holy
war. should we leave out the
"holy?" Isn't this forcing children to leam about religious
views? Of course it is. We have
to understand why a holy war
happened, so there has to ly
religious views put in front of
the student. Is this student
being forced to believe this? I
will refrain from answering
such an obvious question.
Religious views are something everyone has to understand. I think if we better
understood the views of some
uncommon religions then we
would have belter cultural
understanding and diversity.
Then' is a potential problem
to this though and I'm sure you
are all ready to jump down my
throat atxnit it so I'll address it.
Obviously not all teachers are
going to simply teach the religious theories without adding
their own beliefs into the lecture. This is a very lough problem to address because we
can't monitor what the teachers say at .ill limes. However,
class feedback is a powerful
tool when it comes to these
sort of problems. Monitor (he
class by having students fill out
a questionaire about what they
talked about in class
Telling children what lo
believe is wrong, hut allowing
them to learn about all kinds nl
theories simply isn't.

SHANNON K0LKEDY, MANAGING EDITOR

The BG News Submission Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We
doubt it Write us and let us know
where you stand.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be less
than 500 words. These are usually in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
6UESTC0UJrHS are longer pieces

between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually, also, in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.
POLICE
Letters to the Editor and Guests
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Name, year
and phone number should be included for verification purposes, ftrsonal

attacks and anonymous submissions
will not be printed.
Email submissions as an attachment to bgnews@iistprocbgsu.edu
with the subject line marked"Letter to
the Editor" or "Guest Column." Only emailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity before printing.
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IRAQ AGREES TO FURTHER INSPECTIONS
VIENNA, Austria (AP) — Iraq agreed yesterday to a
plan for the return of U.N. weapons inspectors for the
first time in nearly four years, but the deal ignores U.S.
demands for access to Saddam Hussein's palaces and
other contested sites.

WORLD

Fifteen die during Kashmir elections
A local news agency said it
received a message from a lesserknown militant group, Al-Arifeen,
claiming it was behind a dozen
attacks on polling booths. Police
say Al-Arifeen is an offshoot of
the Pakistan-based Lashkar-eTayyaba militant group, which
took responsibility last month for
the killing of Kashmir's law minister and a ruling party activist
Pakistan-based Islamic groups
dispute India's authority to hold
the elections in the disputed territory and vowed to disrupt them
by killing voters and candidates.
The militants and Kashmiri separatists claim the elections are
rigged to favor the pro-India ruling party,
the National
Conference.
The violence curbed turnout in
two rebel strongholds, the
Puhvama and Anantnag districts,
where the federal Election
Commission reported turnout at
28 percent and 25 percent
respectively. However, 59 percent
of registered voters cast ballots in
the predominantly Hindu districts of Udhampur and Kathua,
the commission said.
While the first two rounds of
voting for the 87-seat state
assembly were relatively peaceful, there were 23 major incidents
Yesterday, including grenade
explosions, shootings and bomb
blasts, said Pramod lain, chief
elections officer in Srinagar.
During the previous two

By MujtatoM Ahmad
THE ASSOCIMCO PRESS

SRINAGAR. India — Militants
struck polling stations, set off
explosions and fired on security
forces in Indian Kashmir yesterday, killing at least 15 people in
the third and most violent round
of balloting for the state legislature.
More than 135 political
activists, candidates, soldiers and
civilians have died since the elections were announced in August.
Nevertheless, 41 percent of registered voters in the disputed
Himalayan province braved the
violence and ignored a separatist
call for a boycott.
Minutes before the polls
opened, suspected Islamic militants killed nine people in a raid
on a bus near the Pakistan border
in Kashmir's Kathua district.
Thousands of Indian soldiers
patrolled the region's militant
heartland to secure polling stations.
lust after polls closed, six paramilitary troopers escorting poll
officials were killed when their
vehicle was blown apart in
Panzgam, 35 miles south of
Srinagar, the summer capital.
Four troopers were injured.
The British Broadcasting Corp.
office in Srinagar said it received a
telephone call from the Pakistanbased Hezb-ul Mujahedeen
claiming responsibility for the
explosion.

rounds—Sept. 16 and 24—voter
turnout averaged 43.4 percent.
The final round is Oct. 8, with
results expected four days later.
The state has 5.7 million eligible
voters.
Many people, as in the first two
rounds, said troops forced them
to vote.
In other violence yesterday, an
Indian paramilitary officer was
injured in an explosion in
Pulwama, 40 miles south of
Srinagar, after suspected rebels
detonated a bomb eariy yesterday, police said.
In Shopian, 35 miles from
Srinagar, at least nine polling stations were attacked, though there
were no reports of casualties.
Guerrillas also lobbed a grenade
at the town market, but no one
was injured, police said.
Hundreds of people demoniqii RaN Associated Press Photo
strated against the elections and
renewed their calls for Kashmir's ELECTIONS: Indian Muslim election officials offer prayers outside an election distribution and collecindependence.
tion center in Srinagar, India, Monday Sept. 23,2002. Two rebels were killed and 15 persons, including
"The only solution to our prob- six soldiers, wounded in different rebel attacks in Kashmir.
lems is independence. We don't
want jobs. We don't want seats in 25-year-old government employ- Himalayan state, the focus of two for a Dec 13 attack on the Indian
colleges. We want freedom," said ee, said he and his neighbors wars between India and Pakistan. parliament along with help from
were tired of the current adminis- Both countries claim the region Pakistan.
student Mohammed Idries
The two nuclear-armed counKhurshid, a contractor who tration after 12 years of "uncer- in its entirety.
India accuses Pakistan of trying tries nearly went to war after the
goes by only one name, said there tainty" and that "with our votes
to disrupt the elections by allow- attack, and more than a million
we will try to ensure its defeat"
were few voters in Shopian.
"In our village, we have decid- ing the militants to cross into the troops are still deployed along
"They will inflate the count in
the evening on television, but ed to use our vote to alter the Indian-controlled portion of their borders. Tensions eased
political map of our state," said Kashmir. Islamabad denies the amid intense international medithat will be a lie," he said.
charge and says the elections are ation. Pakistan and India have
In nearby Laripora, dozens of Khumar.
fought three wars, two over
Federal and state officials hope a sham.
villagers lined up to vote.
New Delhi also blames Kashmir, since gaining indepenMohammad Yusuf Khumar, a high voter turnout will sap the
separatist movement in the Pakistan-based militant groups dence from Britain in 1947.

News welcomes your ideas for future stories
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A panel discussion on the values
impacting campus programming choices

Our tradition • Our place • Our game
THURSDAY, OCT. 3

SATURDAY, OCT. 5

Alpha Phi

BGSU Spirit Day!

Homecoming 5K Run/Walk

Special Homexominq events to be held.

Show your Bowling Green pride by
wearing Brown and Orange.

8:30 a.m. registration,

Alpha Xi Delta

9:30 a.m. start,
Student Recreation Center

Open house, free brunch, silent auction,
football game.

Homecoming Game-

Gut $10
Sponsored by alumni affairs,
recreational sports.
Puma Midwest, SAA
Contact alumni affairs.419-372-2701

Yell Like Hell!
Noon, Union Mall, BowenThompson Student Union
Rain location
lenhart Grand Ballroom

Delta Sigma Theta
loin fellow Delta's for a reunion and
rededication of 129 S Prospect.

Kappa Delta
Meijer Tailgate Park
1 :J0-4 p.m., Doyt Perry Stadium

Canned Food Drive
Contact Campus Involvement, 2-2343

Kappa Delta will host its annual
Homecoming brunch at the house and
then attend the football game.

Falcon Football vs.

Merchandise Sales
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.; 4-6 p.m.,
lobby, Bowen Thompson
Student Union

Ohio University
4 p.m., Doyt Perry Stadium
FREE with student ID

Homecoming Concert
Homecoming
Royalty Voting
11 a.m. to 3 p.m., Lobby,
Bowen Thompson
Student Union

wtmttm. tCL 2. TM ML

8 p.m., Anderson Arena

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Enjoy brunch at the house with current
and alumni members.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
A reception at the Falcon Plaza will
follow the Homecoming game.

GREEK EVENTS

Event Sponsors:
•Integrating Moral Principles and
Critical Thinking - Learning Community

Saturday, Oct. 5

Alpha Gamma Delta
A social gathering and light lunch
will be served at the house before
heading to the football game.
A social in honor of our alumni will
follow the game

•University Activities Organization

Student Union

Alpha Omicron Pi

Pep Rally and
Royalty Crowning

Special Homecoming events to
beheld

•The Bowling Green Experience
(The University Values Initiative]

FRIDAY, OCT. 4
Banner Turn-in
and Displaying
1 p.m.,401 Bowen Thompson

6:30 p.m., Perry Field House
SI admission per person

VISIT THE HOMECOMING WEB SITE: WWW.HOMECOMING.BGSU.EDU

BOWLING

GREEN

STATE

UNIVERSITY

•Bowen Thompson Student Union
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KEEPING THE PEACE: TRESSELTRIESTO KEEP FOUR RUNNING BACKS HAPPY IN COLUMBUS. PAGE 7

BRIEFING
Dhaliwal named MAC
Player of the Week after
two goals in first BG win

October 2,
2002

IME BC NEKS

Junior transfer Paul
Dhaliwal, who scored two
goals in the men's soccer
team's first win Sunday vs.
Buffalo, was named the MidAmerican Conference's Player
of the Week.
The goals were the first of
Dhaliwal's career. He becomes
the first non-goalkeeper since
1999 to be named Player of the
Week.

Correction
IHE BO NIKS

In Monday's edition of The
BG News, a hockey player was
identified as Erik Eaton. The
player was in fact freshman
Brandon Piersol, a freshman
from Bowling Green.
We apologize for the mistake.

www.bgnews.com/sports

Falcons return home, face UT
After two tough road
losses over the weekend to open the MAC
slate, the volleyball
team hosts Toledo
tonight at Anderson
Arena
By Ijson A Diion
SPOUTS RCPORICO

Message
teaches
big-time
lesson

m

It's all about redemption now,
and if enthusiasm, anticipation
and preparation count for any-

thing the BG volleyball team is
ready.
The Falcons are enthusiastic
about their first match in
Anderson Arena since Sept. 2,
following a 13-game road trip
They are anticipating tonight's
match-up with arch-rival Toledo,
which marks the 50th meeting in
a series in which BG holds a 3910 advantage.
They are also prepared to get
things back on the upswing after
a disappointing weekend placed
them in an 0-2 hole to begin the
Mid-American
Conference

schedule.
All told, this is quite an assignment for a squad that has
already struggled with consistency, faced one of coach Denise
Van De Walle's toughest schedules to date, and experienced
more than their share of disheartening losses
Trying to make the Falcons'
task more difficult will be the
Rockets (9-3, 1-0), a team that
has won three consecutive
matches, all being 3-0 sweeps.
They are coming off wins against
Miami University and Oakland.

Nevertheless, Van De Walle
believes the Falcons have a lot to
build upon after losses to Ohio
and Akron, and is confident her
team will come out ready to play.
"We had a couple of tough
losses this past weekend. One
match we never found our
rhythm and the other match we
felt we should have won, but
they both told us a lot about this
this team," Van De Walle said. "I
think they'll come and be ready
to play for a lot of reasons."
The Rockets and head coach
Kent Miller return five starters

from last year's team, and are led
by seniors Heidi Neumeister and
lessica Buck. Neumeister is averaging 3.93 kills per game with a
total of 165, which places her
third in the MAC this season.
Buck is fourth in the conference in hitting percentage, at
.279. She is also averaging 3.33
kills-per-game, and is second in
the MAC in service aces with an
average of 0.67.
"We know that UT is a very
good team with a lot of talented
VOLLEYBALL PAGE 7

HOCKEY

JOEL HAMMOND

Sports Editor

There it was. Sitting right on
the keyboard, at the sports desk
in210WestHall
I'd seen the type before. Small
piece of orange paper. Lady's
writing on it. And then I read it.
"Sara Sikorski called. She
wants more coverage for the volleyball team. From Barb."
My first complaint as sports
editor. The next few moments
were a blur, really. I think I either
pulled an Erik Cassano, and
started pacing back and forth
from one computer to the next,
or made sure my editor didn't
see the piece of paper.
Either way, within the next
five minutes, I made two decisions. First. I called Ms. Sikorski.
and left her a message. "Sara,
this is loel from the BG News...."
And I went into my apologetic
speech, knowing that not a word
of it mattered, because I knew
that our coverage had been
shoddy, to say the least.
Second, I looked at the schedule. The team played Ohio in
Athens Friday night, and after
making that insane drive during
basketball season, 1 moved past
that one. Saturday, the team was
scheduled at Akron. The game
was the last of 13 straight played
away from Anderson Arena
So, Dixon and I jumped in the
ol" Ranger, and that's how I got
rid of my volleyball virginity. Call
it a sin for the sports editor to
have never seen a volleyball
match before his junior year, bul
I had not.
What I saw was quite a scene,
making me feel more guilty as
the points passed on. Clearly,
each sport has its own intricacies and strategies. Literally,
though, every single point
counts in volleyball. The fastpaced nature of rally-point scoring makes each set go by in a
blur.
The skills and stamina
demonstrated by the players
amazed me, as well. Sikorski. the
setter, is responsible for getting
the ball in the perfect position
for her hitters. Those hitters—
Susie Norris, Kristen Gamby and
Nadia Bedricky, among others
— have the unenviable task of
timing their jump perfectly, and
then getting the ball over or
under the defense's blockers, all
while attempting to keep the
ball in play.
This is, of course, in addition
to the fact that almost every single person on the team can
smack a big round ball at a higher velocity than I can throw a
frickin' baseball. Needless to say,
I was frightened. Terrified. Trust
HAMMOND, PAGE 7

Chris Schooler BG News

GOOD: Kicker Shaun
Suisham kicks one of his six
field goals.

Brinker,
offense
concern
Meyer
By Joel Hammond
SPORTS (DITOfi

Sen Swanfer BG News

FACE-OFF: Junior captain D'Arcy McConvey wins the face-off against Windsor's Dan Murrell as the Falcons win their exhibition game.

ICERS BEAT WINDSOR
By Erica Gambaccmi
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

A changing of the guard
appeared to be just what the
Falcon hockey team needed as
first-year head coach Scott
Paluch lead his team in a 5-2 victory past the University of
Windsor.,
"I thought the team played
pretty well," said junior Roger
Leonard. "We wanted to play
aggressive and we did that for
the first two periods. 1 think in
the third period we were a little
lazy getting the pucks, but I
think as the year progresses we'll
work on that."
This was the Falcons' first
time out on the ice against
another team and paluch's first
time behind the bench.
However it was only an exhibition game, so neither the win
nor any of the statistics counted.
"This was our first time out
where we went through our
entire game day routine,"
Paluch said. "I thought it was a
great first time out for our
group."
The first line out on the ice
scored for the Falcons lunior
captain D'Arcy McConvey shot
from right in front of the
Windsor net to put goaltender
John Dube on his back.
Freshman Ryan Barnett and
senior Tyler Knight received
assists on the goal.
"I think we had some pretty
good movement," Paluch said. "I
thought right on through all four

Btn Swnjer BG Nan

SMASH HIT: Junior assistant captain Kevin Bieksa shoves
Windsor's Mike York into the boards in BG's 5-2 victory.

lines everyone contributed with
creating some chances I think
one thing that came out of it
with all the lines was that we had
some real good chances that as
the year goes on, we need to finish on those."
The second goal came 8:04
into the first period on a power
play. Junior Brian Escobedo
passed the puck in front of the
net to Leonard who sent the
puck to the back of the net to put
the Falcons up 2-0.
"I felt pretty good," Leonard
said. "I'm confident in my
game."
About half way through the

second period sophomore
lordan Knight came in to
replace senior goaltender Tyler
Masters, who did not allow a
goal.
The Lancers had the same
idea and in the twelfth minute
replaced Dube, who had let two
goals in, with Kevin Rivest.
Two minutes later Leonard
got his second power play goal
of the game.
"Roger is a work horse,"
Paluch said. "He brings a lot to
our team. He makes a lot of
passes out there and is a vocal
guy for us from the bench. He
had a nice little touch in some

tight situations and comers. He
had the ability to make plays."
Leonard's goal would be the
Falcons' last goal for a while as
Windsor scored on a breakaway
shot with 36 seconds left in the
second period to cut the
Falcons'lead to 3-1.
The Lancers would get their
last goal of the evening 2:50 into
the third period giving BG a one
goal lead.
"This is when you have to step
up and make plays," Paluch
said.
The Falcons did just that.
Sophomore Steve Brudzewski
extended BG's lead to 4-2 on a
pass from junior Kevin Bieksa
and
sophomore
Ryan
Minnabarriel.
"We made some great plays
down the stretch," Paluch said.
"1 thought Brudzewski's play to
make it a two-goal game late
was a terrific effort. Those are
the type of plays we are going to
need consistently down the
stretch to win hockey games."
The Lancers continued to put
on the pressure in the final period.
"lordan made some very good
saves in the third off some
scrambles," Paluch said.
Minnabarriel recorded the
final goal for the Falcons on a
power play with 1:06 remaining
in the game.
"What a great power play goal
to finish up and make it 5-2,"
Paluch said. "That was a great
finish."

For the first time all season,
the Falcon football team will
face a 1,000-yard rusher.
Don't count head coach
Urban Meyer among the
folks who are excited about it.
Chad Brinker, the Bobcats'
senior running back who has
returned in full stride this
year after brain surgery last
year, has amassed 536 yards
thus far in 2002 in five Bobcat
games Partnered with quarterback Donlrell lackson
(who has 370 yards on the
ground! in OU's wishbone
offense, you have a concerned Meyer.
"Ohio U. is a very good
football team," Meyer said
yesterday in his weekly
address to the media. "Their
offense is strictly option now,
and now that their quarterback has got going he's a
major concern.... Our defensive coaches think Chad
Brinker is the number one
tailback in the conference;
he's tough, he's rough, and we
hear that he's a 10.7 meter
100-yard dash. ... He's a very
good player."
Not only is the Bobcats'
offense confident, but their
entire team is as well, after
defeating Buffalo 34-32
Saturday at Peden Stadium
for their first win of the season. The Bobcats had lost
four straight games to open
the season, and 14 of their
last 15 under second-year
head coach Brian Knorr.
Now, though, the Bobcats
have major confidence,
something Meyer is concerned about.
"it's something that went
on here |in BG|," Meyer said.
"The taste of winning is so
FOOTBALL PAGE 7
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Moss'latest is marijuana possession
By Steve Kamowski
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MINNEAPOUS — Minnesota
Vikings star receiver Randy Moss
was charged yesterday with possession of a small amount of marijuana, adding to charges last
week that he pushed a traffic officer with his car.
The new petty misdemeanor
count carries a fine of up to S200,
but it could also lead to a suspension or fine from the NFL
Police said they found a marijuana cigarette in Moss' car after
he was arrested on Sept. 24. Moss

was driving in downtown
Minneapolis when the traffic officer stepped in front of his car to
stop him from making an illegal
turn. She was slightly injured
when she fell off the car.
Moss spent the night in jail and
was charged the next day with
careless driving and with failure
to obey a traffic officer, both misdemeanors.
The complaint said the marijuana amounted to just under a
gram. Moss has said the marijuana did not belong to him and that
he had allowed other people to

use his car recently.
ESPN reported Sunday that
Moss was already in the league's
substance abuse program for
testing positive for marijuana last
year, and underwent another test
by the NFL after his arrest last
week.
NFL spokesman Greg Aiello
said the league would review the
case.
"Under the policy, a drug-related violation of the law is grounds
for disciplinary action," Aiello
said.
If Moss tests positive for a

banned or illegal substance or is
convicted on the possession
charge, he could be subjected to
fines and suspensions by the
league. He was allowed to play in
last Sunday's 48-23 loss at Seattle.
Moss could lose his driving
privileges in Minnesota for a year
because he refused to take a
police test for drug or alcohol use
when he was arrested, said Kevin
Smith, a spokesman for the
Minnesota Department of Public
Safety.
Moss, who has only a Florida
driver's license, could lose driving

privileges in that state, too. Smith
said.
City prosecutors on Tuesday
also added two new traffic counts
to the charges: making an
improper turn at an intersection
in a hazardous manner, a misdemeanor, and obstructing traffic
with a vehicle, a petty misdemeanor.
Each misdemeanor count carries a maximum penalty of 90
day's in jail and up to a $1,000 fine.
The maximum fine on the
obstructing traffic count is $300.
Neither petty misdemeanor

count carries jail time.
The 25-year-old Moss was to
be
arraigned
Wednesday.
Defense lawyer loe Friedberg said
Moss was not required to appear
and would not be there.
Friedberg also said he did not
plan to enter pleas for Moss during the arraignment, which he
expected would be a quick and
routine hearing
"At some point we will enter
not guilty pleas to all of these
counts." Friedberg said.

Rangers' manager
Narron terminated
By Stephen Hawkins
In! ASSOCIATED PRESS

ARLINGTON, Texas — Jerry
Narron was fired as manager of
the Texas Rangers yesterday after
the team's third straight last-place
finish in the Al.West.
Narron went 134-162 after takiii); ovn In May 2001. including a
72-90 mark this season. He
replaced Johnny Dates after the
team started 11-17 last year.
"This has been a very difficult
decision because I like and
rasped Jerry Narron," Texas general manager lohn I lart said. "But
we have to make some tough
decisions now. Our fans deserve
better than the record and performance of the 2002 Texas
Rangers."
Narron is the fifth manager in
the league fired since Sunday, the
last day uf the regular season. The
New York Mets fired Bobby
Valentine on Tuesday, while the
Cubs' Bruce Kimm, Tampa Bay's
Hal McRae and Detroit's Luis
Pujols also were dismissed.
Han spent several hours
Monday and Tuesday meeting
with owner Tom Hicks and assistant general manager Grady
Futon about the future of the
team.
Narron drove home to North
Carolina after Sunday's seasonending game. He had one year
left on a two-year deal signed two
months after he replaced Oates.
Narron did not immediately
return a telephone call.
"I am convinced that lohn and
Grady have made a thorough and
complete evaluation in reaching
the decision to change managers," Hicks said.
Texas struggled all season,
even with All-Star shortstop Alex
Rodriguez hitting .300 and leading the majors with 57 homers
and 142 RBIs, and an openingday payroll of $105 million.
Texas lost 13 of its last 16
games, including a closing 1-9
road trip. The Ranger' finished 31
games behind Al.West champion
(lakland.
Part of the problem was
injuries. The Rangers had 17

''•mill-- *

TenyGMtumAP Photo

CELEBRATION: Buckeyes coach Jim Tressel celebrates after last weekend's 45-1/ win over
Indiana. Tressel is attempting to keep four Buckeye running backs happy in camp, after Maurice
Clarett's early success.

Tony Guttorru AP Photo

FIRED: Former Rangers manager Jerry Narron, left, stands next to
team owner Tom Hicks prior to the start of a Rangers game. Narron
was fired yesterday.

Tressel tries to keep all
running backs happy
By Rusty Millet
IHE ASS0CIAIE0 PRESS

players spend a team-record
1.429 days on the disabled list,
including
closer
left"
Zimmerman, two-time AL MVP
hian Gonzalez, 10-timc All-Star
catcher Ivan Rodriguez, and
expected No. 1 starter Chan Ho
Park.
Narron used 51 players,
including a club-record 27 pitchers.
"This season has certainly
been very frustrating and painful
for all of us," Hart said. "Injuries
have obviously played a major

factor, but there are a number of
areas in which we need to change
and improve."
Possible replacements include
bench coach Terry Francona,
pitching coach Orel Hershiser
and Buddy Bell.
Narron came to Texas as a
third-base coach in 1995, then
became manager when lolinny
Oates resigned after an 11-17
start in 2001.

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Ohio
State coach Jim Tressel says he
wants a balanced offense,
although this obviously isn't
what he has in mind.
While freshman tailback
Maurice Clarett continues to
gain yardage and prominence
as a Heisman Trophy contender,
Tressel is left with the uncomfortable balancing act of trying
to keep his other running backs
happy.
i wish there were more
balls." Tressel said yesterday
during
his
fifth-ranked
Buckeyes' preparations for
Saturday's Big Ten game at
Northwestern.
Two weeks ago, Clarett was

sidelined while rehabilitating
his right knee from arthroscopic
surgery to repair a torn ligament. Lydell Ross got the start in
his place against Cincinnati and
responded with 130 yards on 23
carries in a 23-19 victory.
A week later, Clarett stepped
back into the spotlight, carrying
21 limes for 104 yards and three
touchdowns in a 45-17 win over
Indiana in the Big Ten opener.
Prior to the game against
Indiana, when it appeared
Clarett wouldn't be 100 percent,
Ross told reporters he thought
he would get the majority of carries against the Hoosiers.
He ended up with two
attempts for 11 yards.
So. just like a Little League
coach who has to find time to

get in both superstars and
benchwarmers, Tressel must
juggle Clarett's playing lime
with that of Ross, Maurice Hall
and Jala Riley — while trying to
keep them all happy.
"I know if I'm Lydell Ross, and
I go from 21 carries down to two.
I'd rather have 21," Tressel said.
"I guess we've got to have the
faith within the group that we're
going to do what we think is the
best."
Clarett now has 575 yards on
84 attempts in four games to
Ross' 255 on 55 carries in five
games. It was Ross who. as a
freshman, was the backup last
season to Jonathan Ross. He
spoke all spring about wanting
to be "the man" in Ohio State's
robust running attack.

and Jackson keep the Falcon
defense on the field for long
spells, there could be problems.
"The value of a possession is
critical in a game like this,"
Meyer said. "Against an offense
like this, you might only get nine
or ten possessions in a game,
last year, our offense ran 75
plays, and we only defended 46.
This year, the number of possessions will be the key to the
game."
Having said that, the backup
Falcon defenders may be the
key to the game. If the Bobcat
offense is able to sustain drives
and keep BG's offense on the
field, and the first string

becomes fatigued, those second-string players will need to
step in. Still, though. Meyer will
stick with his ihree-down-lincmen defensive set. due to the
lack of depth on that defensive
line. Five Falcon defensive backs
will still be on the field.
"When they have numerous
long drives, depth is an issue;
plus, with this offense, they will
cut and chop you and injuries
become an issue," Meyer said.
"... The lack of depth on the
defensive line is the hand we are
dealt. We are committed to three
defensive linemen, and we will
continue to play three at defensive line."

Netters return home for first
Meyer cautious with Ohio U.
home contest in a month
V01LEYB«IL FROM PAGE 6
players, and have beaten some
very good teams," Van De Walle
said. "We haven't had an opportunity to see very much of them,
but if we can control what we do
well and improve in the areas
where we haw been struggling
with oui consistency. Then everything else will take care of itself."
BG enters the match led by
senior Kristin Gamby, and her
team-high 182 kills and 3.50 average. She has also appeared in all
52 games, starting 13 of the 14
matches played. Junior Susie
Norris' 180 kills places her second
on the team and junior Sara
Sikorski leads the team in in set
assists with 343, while averaging
9.53 pcr-gamc.
Seven of the Falcons, including
Gamby, Norris and Sikorski were
around for both of last year's
meetings with the Rockets. They
are all aware of the many subplots surrounding this season's
West-Division tilt. However, it
was Norris who was willing to
concede just a few things.
Her motivation is twofold.

"We're really going to come out
competitively against UT." Norris
said. They beat us twice last year,
and that's just unacceptable."
(hie of those losses came in the
form of a 3-0 sweep at home in
the final game of the regular season. It was only the Falcons second loss in Anderson Arena last
war.
Now, BG and UT meet again,
but with different positions in the
standings, as it is usually the
Falcons entering into the contest
with a better record: bpt, don't be
fooled by BG's slow start.
The Falcons may be 0-2 in the
MAC, but it is a predicament they
have grown accustomed to twice
in the last three seasons. During
the 2000-01 campaign BG lost
their first two conference games,
and were 2-5 after seven games.
They finished with a 12-6 mark.
BG also began the 1999-00 season with a 1-3 conference record,
and ended with a 12-6recordthat
year as well. Van De Walle has
been through this before and
based on the way her teams have
performed in the past when

placed in a similiar position,
she believes history will repeat
itself.
"Right now, it's all about
what's on our side of the net. We
just tend to lose focus during
certain parts of a match and
after tough losses," Van De
Walle said. "My teams have
gone through this kind of
beginning before. So, we are still
a very confident club, and we
still believe we are going to
become a very good team as the
season progresses."
Tonight's match-up is the first
of a Five-game home-stand for
the Falcons. The start is schedule for 7 p.m. at venerable
Anderson Arena.
"Everyone is really excited to
be back at home, and it is going
to feel so good playing our first
match at Anderson in over a
month," Sikorski said. "I think
this home-stand is going to
really give us a chance to get our
confidence level back to where
it needs to be, and to gain some
momentum."

FOOTBALL, FROM PAGE 6
much different than the taste of
losing. It's a big concern the way
they won it, watching their sideline, seeing the energy...."
BG, on the other hand, had its
second bye week of the short
season this week, taking a week
off after last Saturday's 39-16 win
over Kansas. The victory was the
Falcons' second straight win
over a Big XII opponent, having
beaten Missouri 51-28 a week
earlier.
This week, the Falcons are
very concerned with the
amount of possessions they will
get. Yes, their offense has been
explosive thus far, but if Brinker

Volleyball needs fan support
HAMMOND. FROM PAGE 6

me.
There's nothing I would like
to do more than go to men's
basketball games, and football

games, and volleyball games,
but we're not supposed to be
cheerleaders at this paper. No
journalists, says the unwrinen
ethical code, should ever be

biased when reporting their
news.
In that case, you all need to
be the cheerleaders for us.
Tonight's your chance.
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Services Offered
Think you're pregnant?
Know all the facts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center
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Personals
Aon Aon Aon Aon Aon Aon
Alpha Omicron Pi would like to
congratulate our advisor,
Tonya Bruni. on the news
of her upcoming baby.
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Attn; Michael Stickles will be
opening a new salon Call for info at
419-806-0008 to see how soon.
Thank you for your support.

Campus Events

Leant a skill for life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship Check us
out Q tandersonstables.com
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ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
Come join the sisters of ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA lor informal recruitment on Oct. 7 from 8-10 p.m.!
Hope to see you there!
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

Travel

One month unlimited tanning $30
Two months unlimited tanning £45
Semester unlimited tanning $55
Campus Tanning 352-7889

Wanted

Babysitter needed
lor occasional eves. & weekends.
Call 419-354-3542 after 6:00 pm.

«1 Spring Break Vacations!
Hottest Destinations - Best Prices
Book Now! Campus Reps Wanted
1-800-234-7007
endlesss ummerlours com
—ACT FAST! Save SSS Get Spring
Break Discounts!... 1 888 THINK
SUN (1-868-844-6578 dept 2626)/
www. springbreakdiscounts .com

BRAND NEW APT ® Sterling, on
Napoleon. Furnished, ind.
Washer/dryer, pool, hot tub, fitness
& computer ctr, air co & parking. No
deposit Take over lease thru May
2003 S355/mo. Bonus if signed by
Sept. 15. Call 419-346-3486
Subleasers needed 2 bdrm apt. on
N Enterprise. Jan-May 03
Call Lauren 354-7842

BGSU Spring Break.are You Going?
Then go direct' Guaranteed lowest
price. 50 hrs Free drinks/free meals/
free insurance.Be a campus repTravel freeM-800-367-1252
www.spnngbreakdirect.com
SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS
America's *1 Student Tour Operator
Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849
or www.ststravelCQm
SPRING BREAK Cancun. Jamaica.
S. Padre & Florida. Free parties,
food & drinks! BEST hotels & LOWEST prices'www. breakeistravel.com
(800) 575-2026

Services Offered

Loan referrals, we can help
Good/bad credit Call Perks Inc
1-888-227-8125

eround price)
and much more,-

Caasla
Help Wanted

$250 a day potential bartending
Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 541
Cook Needed!
BGSU fraternity house, Sept-May,
8a-1 p. Must have own transportation. $8/hr. Contact Renhill Staffing
at 353-1540 or 1 -800-376-9639

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED
Person(s) needed to work in my
Oregon home w/12 yr old autistic
blind boy Weekdays 3pm-?. Willing
to be flexible & avail, on wkends
419-693-7869
Part-time peschccJ teacher needed
for childcare center in Waterville.
Education majors encourage to
apply Please call (419) 878-4190
Telephone interviewing. No sales
Flexible scheduling. Some days,
mostly evenings & weekends Up to
$7* per hour. In Perrysburg. 8749541.
The Bowling Green Parks &
Recreation Department is currently
hiring adult volleyball & basketball
officials to work on contract lor our
fall/winter leagues. A youth basketball supervisor position is also
available. II inlerested. call
419-354-6223 ext 0 w/questions &
complete an application at the Park
office in Woodland Towne Centre no
later than Friday, October 4th.

For Sale

ATHLETIC & OUTGOING - Rapidly
expanding Health and Fitness company seeks 5 motivated and energetic individuals to work in new Toledo location No experience necessary. Flexible hours (419)842-8577
1099
ATTENTION, Dancers Wanted
Earn up to $2000 per week
Work for the best Must be 18.
Apply in person at
Deia Vu 135 S Byrne Rd.. Toledo.

1987 Volkswagen Jena
Runs great Dependable.
Call 352-3021
1991 Toyota Camry. Nevada carno rust 161K, new CV's $1500
419-823-7331
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64
65
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70

Staggers
Weighty weight
Dimwit
Drink like a cat
" the ramparts. ."
Took one step toward
success
mater
Fit of terror
Answer-man Trebek
Bndal netting
New York city
Unit of thunder?
Pot builder
One Fonda
Saint's glow

AVSKA.^5

Management Inc.
For Rent

1/2 house approx. 1,000 sq ft rent
$400. deposit $400 Rent includes.
utilities, cable, local phone. C/A,
W&D, bedrm
furnished, parking
space, non-smoking, no pets. Rot
C— 419-352-7637.

HappyWednesday
Another day,
another class...

2 bedroom., furnished.
1 block from campus.
352-5239

Panama City Beach
South Padre Island • Vail
Steamboat • Daytona Beach
Breckenridge.

Cheap 2 bdrm. furnished apartment,
across from campus, available
spring semester Call 419-353-2891
Fall Specials. 2 bdrm. apts. available in serene park-like setting. From
$550 mo., includes appliances, heat,
& refurbished entries.
Bowling Green Village
419-352-6335
Newly remodeled 3 bdrm. dp!
downtown. Available now Will
negotiate for * of occupants.
(419)354-1612 ext. 301 or 351.
Nice 3 BR. furnished house, 2 car
garage, quiet & walk to BGSU,
available Jan -Aug., $850/mo plus
utilities, (419)-353-6803

Small 1 bdrm apartment 402 1/2
E. Court. $330/plus utilities
Steve Smith 419-352-8917
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Bahamas Party

Wednesday, October 2 8:30-9:45pm

|Open Recruitment
Come to the KA house across from Mac
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Cruise $299
Cancun $459
Jamaica $469
- rrew •ailM* In.luda* ■*■•»
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www.SprlngBreakTravsl com

1-800-678-6386

Management Inc.

Difthwashef - Garbage Disposal
Bath & 1/2 - Washcr/Drycr Hook-up
Stoning at S68O/M0 + Utilities
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt. 215 E Poc
Efficiencies & 1 Bdrm (one left)
Laundry on site
Starts at $250/Mo
Call 353-5800

;i.800.SUIJJCHA.SE.
www.sunchase.corn

Management Ine.
Willu» House Apt. 830 4lh St.
1 Bilrm - A/C
Dishwashcr/Ciarhagc Disposal
Starts at S400/Mo + Elec & Gas
Call 353-5800

BehavioraLConnections

rA^EigCA
Management Inc.

Free Self-Defense
Workshop for Women
Where: Hannah Hall
Room 107

Call (419)-352-7305
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Apartment for rent, own room, AC,
furnished, dishwasher, and pool.
Rent $340/mo Call 740-983-2374
ask for Kelly.
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2 Bdrms - A/C

534 B S. College- 3 BR Duplex, 1
1/2 Baths, AC Avail Now' $800/mo.
233 W. Merry-4 BR House zoned
for 4 unrelated. Avail Now! $840 mo
Locally owned and maganged.
Please call EyeCon Enterprises, Ltd.
At (419) 354-2854
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Homecoming Wmwr^umwm
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NOW OPEN

When: Oct. 8th 7-9pm
or
Oct. 29th 6:30-8:30pm

or share@bc.wcnet.org
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IliUsdalc Apt. I08? Fairvicw.

2 bedroom, non smoking furnished
apt. Close to campus, includes
utilities Call Tim 353-5074
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(419)353-5800

(419) 352-9504 ext. 3547
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Kismet
1st letter
School in Houston
_ breve
Close tightly
Industnat show,
casually
62 Gardner of film

Stop by our office at 1045 N. Main or call

"Rooms available, own room, next
to campus. Also, inexpensive
second semester apis
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm
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Graduate Housing Available

Roommate needed ASAP.
$250 per month.
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55 Bypass
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42 Not yet fulfilled
47 Convened
50 Jerry of "Law
& Order"
52 Appear suddenly
53 Lyricist
Hammerstein
54 Narrow secluded
valley

208-212 South Church St.

Microsoft X-Box w/2 coot Comes
w/Madden 02. Halo & Pro]
Gotham Racing. Like new. $250.
419-353-0845. Ask lor Jason.

For Rent
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INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR FLAG FOOTBALL. COMPLETE AND RETURN TAKE-HOME
TEST AND APPLICATION BY OCT
14 FORMS AVAILABLE FROM 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR CHECK
WEB SITE. MUST ATTEND MANDATORY CLINICS ON OCT 15. 16.
AND 17.

Help Wanted
SLOWS WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for $2.00 each ♦
bonuses. F/T. P/T. Make $800 t
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies.
For details, send 1 stamp to: N-181.
PMB 552. 12021 Wilshire Blvd..
Los Angeles. CA 90025

1 One of Ihe Three Bears
5 Gauges
10 Arm or leg
14 High cards
15 Plus feature
16 Why. the very _!
17 Palm-face encounter
18 Infamous Helmsley
19 Donkey or King follower
20 Weirdly unconventional
23 Scheider or Rogers
24 Devotee
25 Cruise Ship
28 Notable time
31 Islamic holy city
35 I love: Lat.
36 Most rational
39 Wearing loafers
40 Did everything right
43 Mythical monster
44 Block
45 Bachelor's last words

• nit* ts led jmr • 4 out of « day*
Met tickets • transportation (w

El
TX
Rights monitoring org.
Bog substance
Se**
Linger
Listener's comment
From then on
Spring season
Group of employees
Semblance
Graven image
Repair
Capture
Scandinavian
Descartes' conclusion
Unions collectively
Picture
Dame University
Legislate
Like nostalgic fashions
Gray-faced
Dept head
Residential unit
Attachment
Commercials
Punter's digit
Revealing

(Jrateland. 208/212 S Church St.
GRAD STUDENT ONLY
2 Bdrm. • A/C
Washcr/Drycr Hook-up
Close to Downtown
Starting at SoOO/Mo + Utilities

Call 353-5800

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
www.vvcnet.org/-mecca

